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NEW PUBLICATIONS,

The Complote Composition Exercise
Book, iu two miml)ei-a, for Senior and Junior

Classes. By James Uuohes, Inspector of Public

Schools, Toronto.

" The plan is a very excellent one, and the book

is very neatly and cheaply got up."

—

Samiel Ci^kr,

Book-keeping a»'/ Wrltiuij Master, Normal School.

Elementary Statics, by J. Hambun Smith,

M.A., with Aj)i>endix, by Thos. Kirkland,

M.A., Science Master, Normal SchooL

" The elenientarj works of I^fr. Smith on Statics

and Hydrostatics are amongst the most serviceable

for use iu our High and Public Schools."

—

Globe.

"Mr. Kirkland's additions are valuable, and are

worthy of his rejai la tioii."

—

Gk.o. IL Kobinsox, M.A.
Head Master, Whitby Il'njh School.

" By far the best work on the subject that has

yet been ofTerctL"—J. E. BuRGKSS, B.A., Ileail

Master High ScImoI, Kincardine.

Analysis of the Eriglish Language. For

use in Public and High Schools. By I. Plaxt

Fleming, M.A., B.C. L. ; with Examination

Paijcrs added, by W. IIocsTOX, iLA-, Kxamiuer

in English, Tor'-nto University.

"It fills a place too lonfj unoccupied, by giving in

small space, more genuine information on our nioibcr

tongue than any otlier primary text book with which

I am acquaintcil"—S. Woods, M.A., Rector Kiiiyalon

CoUtijiaie liuUiliUe.

ADAM MILLER & CO-
11 Wellington Street. West,

'I'oronlo.



NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Canadian Spelling Blanks, in Three Nura-
ber3,-Xo. 1, Witrds ; No. 2, Words and Defini-

tions ; No, 3, Words, Definitions and Sentences.

" They cannot fail to supply a want long felt by
many of our best teachers. Besides sei-ving as Spel-

ling Books, the use of Nos. 2 and 'A will train the
pupil in an essential part of composition, and will

onablo him to test his knowledge of the meaning
and use of each word he spells."-WM. Suott, B.A.,
Head Master, Mudei ScImoI, Tonndo.

" I think them admirably adapted to assist the
teacher in giving the pupil a thorougli drill in Spel-

ling, DetiiiiiigandSentence-making-JjL McLocoH-
Lis, P.S. Jiisjifctor, District of Bm{ford, Quehec.

'' Such Exercise Bfmksas the Canadian Spelling

Blanks, and Hiiglies' Composition Books were need-
ed, and these are well ada[)ted to serve tlie pur])ose

for which they have been prepared."—ilfiV. Robt.
Torrance, /*. <5>. Inspector, (Aielph.

The Complete Composition Exercise
Books, in Three Numbers, for Junior and
Senior ClH.s.ses ; by Ja.mks Uughks, Inspector
of Public Schools, Toronto.

** I shall be grateful to Hnd our scholars using
them."— 11. liuHRARD, P.S. Inspector, St, Fraiuni^
(Quehec.

" The manner in which these, as well as the
Spelling B'Mik.s, are got up is very iiiirt^uious. Aiid

the wliulosel unist prove extremely useful. "-(//«/)«.

" 1 liave n'ci'inmended th« immt^diate intr'>.!i;o-

tion of the Siiolliii^ l>l;iiiks and Connxiaition Exer-
cise Books. *"**rhe plan is excellent, and must, I

apprehend, readily coiumaml the a|>probHtion of
ediicatnrs throughout the Dominion."

—

Tbomah
11kni)KK.so.n, hui'xctor Pan* Fuitixc 8chooU.
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PREFACE.

Mental Arithmetic is not intended to supersede written

arithmetic, but sh<5Wld rather be its constant auxiliaiy.

Without proper mental trailing, the pupil becomes ac-

customed to depend almost entirely on rules and for-

mulje—not capable of interpreting the latter, and entirely

in the dark as to the reasons of the former. The long

and barren reign of rule and routine is due to the fact

that rational methods in teaching the Logic of the

Public School have been too generally ignored—that

Mental Arithmetic, which, by easy steps, leads the pupil

into an intelligent possession of principles, and renders

him expert and logical in theii- application, has hitherto

held an utterly insignificant place in school-room work.

Given a slate, a pencil, a rule, and a salutai-y dread of

coming trouble, and a pupil was supposed to be seized of

all the elements necessary to make him a fir.st-rate arith-

metician. But better methods have begun to prevail

;

and the improvement in teaching written arithmetic

which has taken place during tlie past few years has only

to be supplemented by systematic mental training, in

order to reach the highest results of the study of the

same. This is i-ecognized by the various educational

authorities throughout the Dominion. Most of them

have, it is believed, made it imperative that their teachers

shall have a thorough training in Mental Arithmetic,

and prove by actual examination, their knowledge of

rational methods as well as their ability to teach them.



PREFACE.

In a very short time the wisdom of this coui-se will be

seen, not only in increased proficiency in mathematical

science, but in consequently increased intelligence and

power in mastering other subjects.

It is hoped that this work, undertaken at urgent re-

quest of many teachers and inspectors, will be found

useful in suggesting the methoda^-and afl'ordiug the

materials for thorough and systematic mental training.

No formal rules nor definitions have been given—these

can be given by the teacher when the pupil has been led by

easy inductions to a clear comprehension of the ideas and

principles they involve. A great variety of type ques-

tions on the fundamental rules, fractions, and anahsis,

has been given ; and the teacher can uiultiply at pleasure

questions corres))onding to the various types.

The Second Part, most of which is already written,

will contain illustrations of concise methods of computa-

tion, ratio, and proportional parts, a full treatment of all

the rules that come under the gen-ral head of percentage,

and a large collection of .xamination papers for mental

solution, afibrding examples of every variety of question

likely to be met with in ordinary written arithmetic.



HINTS TO TEACHERS.

1. Use natural objects (numeral frame, etc.) to give

first notions of numbers. First, teach carefully the ana-

Ijrsis of elementary numbers (with their notation) up to

nine inclusive—so as to give clear notions of addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division.

2. In addition etc., let the i)upil have plenty of drill

in small numbers, till he thoroughly comprehends the ele-

mentary processes. Types of easy cLuestions are given in

the book—let similarly easy questions be framed by the

teaclier, and by the pupils for mutual drill.

3. Give many pirictical questions, so that ultimately

when a problem is pi-epared the pupil will be able to

know in an instant which of the fundamental i-ules, or

what combination of them, is to be applied in the solu-

tion.

4. Always proceed from the known to the unknown.

The pupil learns subtraction from his knowledge of

addition, etc., etc. : knowing that 4 -f- 3 = 7, he knows
that 7 — 3 = 4, and that 7 — 4 = 3; knowing that

4X3 = 12, he knows that 12 contains 4. 3 tinifs, and

3, 4 times, etc.

5. In the " simple rules," prepare the way for fractions
;

make young scholars familiar with factors, multiples,

measures. The pupil having become thoroughly familiar

by proper training in the simple i-ules, with the notion of

division into equal parts, and with the language expres-





CHAPTER I.

FUNDAMENTAL RULES

Section I.—Addition.

Examples.— 1.

1. Charlie had 2 cents, and he found 1 cent; how many

liad he then 1

Ans.—2 cents and 1 cent are 3 cents.

2. John has 2 dolhirs, and his father gives him 3 : how

many has he now ?

3. Harry had 2 marbles, and Charlie gave him 6 : liow

many had lie then 1

4. Mary had 9 pins, and found 2 : how many had she

theni

5. Sai-ah paid 3 cents for a pen, and 8 cents for a

holder : how much did she pay for both ]

6. In a class are 9 bo^s and 5 girls : how many aj-e

tl^.ere in all 1

7- Mary paid 7 dollars for a dress, and 4 dollars for

a bonnet : how much did she ])ay for both 1

8. Harry shot 5 pigeons, and Willie 7 : how many did

both shoot ]

9. How many are 2 and 1 1 1 and 2 1 2 and 2 1 2

and 3 ] 3 and 2? 2 and 41 4 and 2 ? 2 and 5 1 5
and 2 1 2 and 6 ] G and 2 ] 2 and 7 1 7 and 2 ? 2

and 8 1 8 and 2 ? 2 :iiid 9 ? 9 and 2 ? 2 pence and

9 pence ? 2 days and 9 days ]

10. How many are 3 and 2 ? 2 and 3 1 3 and 3 1 3

2
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and 35 1 5 and 45 ]^ 5 and 55 ? 5 and 65 ] 5 cents and

75 cents? 5 pence wid 85 penctl $5 and $95 ] 5 tens

and 95 tensi

6- Susan paid 7 cents for needles, 10 cents for thread,

and 9 cents for pins : how much lid she spend 1

7- A farmer paid 9 dollars for a harrow, and 19 dol-

lars for a plough : how much did he pay for both 1

8. Geoiije buys 9 marbles at one time, 6 at another,

and 12 at another : how many does he buy in all ?

9. A farmer sold 8 bushels of oats, 9 bushels of peas,

and 9 bushels of rye : how many bushels in all did he

sein

10. The head of a fish is 6 inches long, the tail 9 inches,

and the body 12 inches : find the length of the fish.

11. Harvey pays 5 dollai-s for a pair of boots, 17 dol-

lars for a suit of clothes, and 4 dollars for a hat : what

does he pay in all 1

12. A man had 95 dollars in a savings bank, and de-

posited 5 dollars more : how much money had he then in

bank]

13. How many are 6 and 6 ? H and 16 ? 6 and 26 !

6 and 36 ] 6 and 46 1 6 and 56 ? 6 and 66^ £6 and

je76 1 6 and 86 1 $6 and $96 ?

14. How many are 7 and 7 1 7 and 17.1 7 and 27 1

7 and 37? 7 and 47 1 7 and 57? 7 and 67 ? 7 and

77 ] 7 and 87 ? 7 and 97 ?

15. How many are « and 8 ] 8 and 181 8 and 28 ?

8 and 38 1 8 and 48 1 8 and 58 '? 8 and 68 ? 8 and

78 1 8 and 88 1 8 and 98 ]

16. How many are 9 and 9 ? 9 and 19 1 9 and 29 1

9 and 39 1 9 and 49 1 9 and 59 1 9 and 69 1 9 cents

and 79 cental 9 farthings and 89 farthings? $9 and

i;99 1 9 tens and 99 tens.
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17. How many are 10 and 111 10 and 21 1 10 and

31 1 10 and 41? 10 and 51 ? 10 and 61 1 10 and 71 1 10

and 81? 10 and 91 ? 10 hundred and 91 bundled 1

IC tenths and 91 tentli.s i

18. How many are 10 and 13 1 10 and 22 1 10 and

32? 10 and 42? 10 and 52 ? 10and62? 10 and

72? 10 and 82? 10 and 92?

19. I used 8 rolls of paper for a bed room, and 28 for

a pallor : how many did I use for the two rooms ?

20- A farmer has 7 acres in forest and 67 acres

cleared : how many acres has he in all ?

21- Herman's grandfather was 73 years old 8 years

ago : how old is he now ?

22. A man travelled 9 miles by stage and 89 by rail :

how far did he travel ?

23- A carter pail 10 dollars for a cart and 92 dollars

for a horse : how much did he pay for both ?

24. Jane paid 5 cents for ink, 7 cents for pens, and

92 cents for an arithmetic : how much did she pay out 1

25- John gave his brother 5 cents, his sister 6 cents,

and hal 19 cents left : h w much had he at first?

26. Richard had 9 marbles, aud Harry and Thomas

had together 79 max'bles : how many had all three t

Examples.—3.

1. How many are 10 and 4 ? 10 and U ? 10 and 24 ?

10 and 34 ? 10 and 44 ? 10 and 54 ? 10 and 64 ? 10

and 74 ? 10 and 84 ? 10 and 94 ?

2. How many are 11 and 3? 11 and 23? 11 and

33? 11 and 43? 11 and 53? 11 and 63? 11 and 73?

11 cents and 83 cents ? $11 and $93 ?

3. How many are 11 and 41 UandUl nand241
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11 and 34? 11 and 441 11 and 541 11 and 64? 11

and 74 1 11 minutes and 84 minutes 1 11 hours and 94

hours ]

4. How many are 10 and 5 ? 10 and 15 1 10 and 25 1

10 and 35 1 10 and 45 1 10 and 55 ] 10 and 65 1 10

and 75 1 10 guineas and 85 guineas ] .£10 and £95 1

5. How many are 11 and 5 1 11 and 15 1 11 and 25 1

11 and 351 11 and 451 11 and 551 11 and 651 11

seconds and 75 seconds? 11 francs and 85 francs? 11

crowns and 95 crowns? 11 fourths and 95 fourths?

6. How many are 3 and 8 ? 3 and 18 ? 3 and 28 ?

3 and 38 ? 3 and 48 ? 3 and 58 ? 3 and 68 ? 3 and

78 1 3 gallons and 88 gallons ? 3 pints and 98 pints ?

3 tens and 98 tens ?

7. How many are 8 and 4? 8 and 14? 8 and 24 ?

8 and 34 ? 8 and 44 ? 8 and 54 ? 8 and 64 ? 8 and

74 ? 8 and 84 ? 8 and 94 ? 8 tenths and 94 tenths 1

94 twelfths and 8 twelfths ?

8. How many are 7 and 7 1 7 and 17 1 7 and 27?

7 and 37 1 7 and 47 1 7 and 57 1 7 and 67 1 7 and

77 ? 7 and 87 ? 7 and 97 ?

9- How many are $8 and !p6 ? 8 shillings and 16

shillings? 8 pence and 26 pence? 8 pounds and 36

pounds? 8 ounces and 46 ounces? 8 yards and 56

yards? 8 miles and 66 miles? 8 hours and 76 hours?

8 days and 86 days ? 8 years and 96 years ?

10. How many are 11 and 7 1 8 and 9 ? 10 and 91

'

7 and 14? 6 and 121 9 and 15 ? 11 and 18 ? 15 and

121

11. How many are 14 and 13 1 16 and 14 1 21 and

121 24 and 131 25 and 151 27 and 131 23 and 171

12. How many are 29 and 11? 30 and 20 1 34 and

15 ? 32 and 18 t i
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13. Find the result of 8+2+5+7 -f9+6+4f7

1

Of 3+4+2+7+8+5+ 9+ 3+6+? How many are

8+9^3+6+7+5+4? Add 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

14- How many are 7 inches and 4 inches ] 4 miles

and 7 miles ? 7 pounds and 4 pounds ? 4 ounces and 7

ounces ] 4 tons and 7 tons 1 7 hundreds and 4 hun-

d) eds ] 5 tens and 4 tens ? 4 tens and 5 tens ] 7 tens

«nd 8 tens]

15' Find the sum of 40 and 50.

Ans.—40 is 4 tens, 50 is 6 tens ; therefore 50

and 40 are 9 tens, or 90.

16. Paid 20 dollars for a cart, and 70 dollars for a

horse : what did I pay for both ]

17- Petefcgave away 20 marbles, and had 80 left

:

how many had he at first ]

18- Eliza paid 30 cents for a pen case, and 50 cents

for a geography : what sum did both cost her 1

19. A farmer sold 20 bushels of turnips, 30 of barley,

and 50 of wheat : how" many bushels in all did he sell ?

20. What is the sum of 26 and 37 ]

Ans.—26 is 2 tens and 6 units ; 37 is 3 tens and

7 units ; 2 tens and 3 tens are 5 tens ; and 6

units and 7 units are 13 units, or 1 ten and 3

units ; which, added to 5 tens make 6 tens and

3 units, or 63.

21. What is the sum of 33+44] 35+15] 36+121

40+36] 40+29] 44+20] 48+32] 45+351 ^
22. 4+8+6+2+7+12+10+9 are how many 1

23 15+12+6+18+4+10+24+16+ 12 are how

many 1

24. 22+23+11+15+16X2+28+12+15 are how

paany 1
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Examples.— 4.

1. Jane has 13 pins in one cushion, and 27 in another

"how many has shv; in both 1

2. Alfred .^avo 8 pe^r;:^ to Willi. ui, 12 to Charles, 9 f

JameSj and had 1 1 left : h )w many had he ai; first ?

3. A woman paid 18 cents for a pound Df cbt;<»3e, fcl

cents for a pound of tea, and L; cents; for nutmegs: hov

much did the sni nd in aL '?

4. Fron:! Hnlifix to Shulier.Mc.idio flic distance is 4'

miles, and t'roin Shubeuacadi'i t Truro the distance '

19 miles: finath . distance from Halifax to Tiuro.

5. A grocer paid 47 dollars for coin m.al, and 75 do

lars for flour : what did both co-otjiiin ?
,

6 A fawfner ha* 12 acre.^ in oats, IT.in.J^o, aiul 27

in wheat : how many acres m g!a^n hn3 hel

7. A fisherman caught 13 cod /nT-Tonday, 28 on Tncs-

day, and 59 on W«In'sday : how ir.any did Lo OA-xii u;

the three (Inys 'i

8. 73 + 17 + 3-7 + 10 are hsw\na:iy 'i

9. "Wiiiie gave 57 cents to '-jU sistrr, and had 6o c<int.^

left : how many had he at fifjjt? T* ^

10. Brampt'-ii is 28 miles west of Tr ronto, and >Bow-

manville 43 miles cast: finil the distanoo between

Brampton and Bowmanville,

11. A man began business with 28 thousand dollars,

and in 10 ycar;j cleared 68 thousand dollars : bow much

^^as he then worth ]

12. A man bought a cow f r 25 dollai-s, a calf for 6

dollars, 3 lambs for 8 dollars, and a pig for 2 dollars

:

what did he pay for all ?

13- A horse is worth 85 dollars, and a waggon 35

dollars : what is the value of both ? 4|



SUBTKACTION. L' 1

25— 81 27— 81 29 — 81 3—8? 30 tens — 8

tens?

6. How many is 15 — 91 18 — 91 21 — 9?

22—91 24— 91 27 — 91 $30--$91 £32— £9?

35 cents— 9 cents 1

7. A man earns 45 dollars a month, he saves 9 d liars

a month : how much does he spend 1
*

8. From a pile of wood containing 30 cords, a teamster

draws 13 cbi*ds : how many cords remained 1

9. A man having 36 dollars, paid 20 dollars for a

coat : how much had he left 1

10- Count by fours from 4 to 58, and from 58 back

m. 21 -
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18. The sum of three numbers is 67, the less num-

ber is 12, and the greater is 14 more than the leas:

what is the other

)

19. 4+3—2+9— 3+6 -5+3 — 2+7—9+4—1+
8— 3 is how many?

20. 9^3—8+7—5+4—3+11 — y+7 — 2+13

—

y+ 12 — 13+17 — Sishow many]

21- From the sum of 9, 6, and 5, subtract the differ-

ence between 11 and 17.

22- What number iisust be added to the sum of 4, 7,

and 5, diminished by the difference between 9 and 6^to

make 20 1 0^
23- Subtract the sum of 9, 6, 8, 7, 4, from the sum of

5, 3, 11, 2, 13, 7, and 12.

24- The sum of two.numbers is 63, the greater is 49 :

Avhat is the less 1

25. What numbeAwaken from 29 will leave 18 \ J^^
26. The sum of tliree numbers is 34 ; the first is 13,

and the second is 4 less than the first, find the thirJ

number.

27. By how much does We sum of 12 and 9 exceed

the difference?

28- The minuend is 62 and,the difference Is 43. Find

tl^l^uVjtrahend.

29. 4+5+6+7 — 2 — 3 — 5+9—6+3— 1+9 —
7+6 — 2+5— 4+13— 11+ 16— 6+9 — 7+21 — 11

is how many 1

30" From 18 tens subtract 5 tens? Find the result

of 17 hundred — 10 hundred. 28 fifths— 18 fifths.

23 fiftieths— 10 fiftieths.
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Examples.—7.

>

1. John had 10 cents ; he gave 2 cents for a pencil,

and 4 cents for an orange : how many cents had he

left?

2- William had 25 cents, and buys a peukiiife for 16

cents, and a pencil f.r 6 cents: how much lias he left^

3. James had 40 cents, and paid 12 cents for a

whistle, and 25 cents for a knife : how much had he left ?

4. A school-boy paid 56 cents for a geography ; 30

cents for an arithmetic : how much more did he pay foy

the geography than the arithmetic 'i

5. A drover bought 40 sheep of three farmers; h^

bought 8 of the first ; and 16 of the sec >nd : how many

did he buy of the third 1

6- Jane had 9 oranges ; her mother gave her f more,

and her father enough to make 40 : how many did hef

father give her '?

7- A man travelled 5 miles before breakfast, 19 miles

between breakfast and dinner, and then went back 12

miles : how far was he then from the place of starting
|

8- Mr. Jones owes his grocei', baker, and butche)- 50

dollars; he owes his baker 27 dollars, and his grocer 16

dollars : how much des he owe his butcher 1

9. James goes up 3 steps of a ladiler that has 24

steps, then down 2, then up 5, then down 4, thep up 7»

then down 3, then down 1, then up 9 : what step from

the top and b ttom does he stand upon ?

10- If a man who has §44 earns §27 moi-e, and then

spends $43, how much has he left ?

11. A cex'tain boat has a crew of 18 men, and 79 pas-

sengers : if 59 leave, how many are left aboard?
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12. A and B ,start from two places, 96 miles apart,

and travel toward each other. The first day, A goes 48

miles, and B 27 : how ii.any miles are they then apart?

How far is A from B's starting place I How far is B
from -V's starting 2)lace 1

13. Iwo men bought a horse, the one pays 75 d liars,

and the otlier 29 dollars less : how many dollars did both

pay?

14- -From Toronto to Thornl.ill is 1 2 miles, from Thorn-

liill to lUchmon 1-hill is 5 miles : how far from Richmond-

lull to Auroni, the distance from Aurora to Torout

being 31 miles]

15- John bought a watch for IT* dollai's, and a chnin

ior 9 doll.iis. He sold them both for 29 dollais: how

much did he gain ?

16- William and James start frcm the same jxtint anJ

travel in the same direction, the one at the rate of 13

miles, and the other at the i*ate of 7 miles : how lar aj)art

will they be ]

17- On January 7th, how many days yet remain in the

niontli (

18. Mary was bom 6 years before Ann; Mary is 21

yeai-s old : how old is Ann ?

19. How many is 90— 50

1

Alls.—90 is 9 tens, and 50, 5 tens, 9 tens - - 5 tens

are 4 tens, or 40.

20. How many is 75 — 25 ? 92 — 60 ? 87 — 40 1

98 — 70? 67 — 421 84-431 96— 36? 86—551
21. How many is 75— 37 1

^1h«.—75 is 60+15 and 37 is 3 +7, therotbre the

difference is 60— 30-f-15 — 7, which is 30-f 8

or 38 or 76— 3 . is 45, and 45 — 7 is 38.
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22. How many is 46 — 35? 57-^38? 39 — 19?

89 _ 741 43__28? 52— 27? 67— 39? 84— 65?

23. To the number 10, add 10 and subtract 5, add 5

and subtract 10, add 12 and subtract 6, add 6 and sub-

tract 12, add 20 and subtract 10, add 20 and subtract 10,

and give the result.

24 There are 65 scholars in a school, and 30 o( them

arc girls : how many boys are there?

25 A merchant bought 67 quintals of codfish, and in

a week had sold all but 35 quintals : how many did he

sell?

> 26. A man began business with 42 thousand dollars,

and in 5 years lost 22 thousan I : how much had he left?

27- Edgar had 19 portches. he gave 7 to Mary and 6

to Minnie : How many had he left 1

28- Bought goods to the amount of 29 d liars : for

how much must I sell them to gain 13 loUars ?

29- A bin has in it .o5 bushels of oats. 23 bushels are

taken out of it at one time and 9 bushels at another : how
many bushels are left?

30. Find resultof 22 — 84-13— 6+4 — 1-f 7-)-9 —
20, and also of 86-|-144-20 — 15+10 — 30.

>• 31. John earned 80 cents one -^ay, and spent 30 cents

of it, the next day he earned 50 cents : how much had ho

then ?

32. 9 tenths— 3 tenths? 8 iwcllths— 4 iwclfths ?

23 fifteenths— 15 fifteenths ?
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Section III.- MuitipHcation,

EXAMPI-ES.—8.

1. Whafr will 2 apples cost at 4 cents each 'f

Ans.— 1 Apple costs 4 cents, therefore 2 will c\.v5t

4-f-4 that is 2 times 4 cents or 8 cents.

2- What will 2 oranges cost at 5 cents each 1

3- A man earns 8 dollars a week, how much will l.i

earn in two weetsi

4. How many is

:

2 tinits 1 2 times 4 2 times 7 2 times 10 5 times 2

2 times 2 2 times 5 2 times 8 2 times 11 8 times i

times 3 2 times 6 2 times 9 2 limes 12 10 times 2

5. Find the cost of 2 barrels of mackerel at 12 djllar.-.

a barrel,

6. Wlidt is the cost of 4 yar<'.s of tape at 3 cents a

yard ] at 4 cents 1 at 5 cents %

7- How many is :

8 times \ 3 times 4 3 times 7 3 timos 10 8 times S

3 times 2 3 times 5 3 times 8 3 timea 11 11 times 3

3 times 3 3 times 6 3 times 9 3 times 12 12 times 3

8. What will 3 barrels of flour cost at 7 dollai-s a

barrel 1

9. A man earns 3 dollars a >hiy, how much will he earn

in a week 1

10- Find the cost of 12 yards of calico at 3 pence per

yard 1

11- What will 4 pounds of rice cost at 6 cts. a pound 1

^t 7 cents 1 at 8 cents 1

How many is

:

4 times 1 4 times 4 4 times 7 4 times 10 2 times 4

4 times 2 4 times 5 4 times 8 4 times 1

1

5 times 4

4 times 3 4 times 6 4 times 9 4 times 12 8 times 4
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12. What will 4 pouuJs of aigai- cost at 11 cents a

^jouncl ?

13. Mary bought 4 yards of cotton lit 9 cents a yainl

:

wliat J id it cost herl

14. I paid 4 dollars a day for a team and kept it 10

days : what did it cost ine 1

15. How muny ic 5 times: 1 ? 2 ? 31 4? 6? 6 ? 7^

6'i y
'( 10 ? 11 ? 12 '{ How many is 8 times 5 1 6 times

/) 1 7 times 5 ? 9 times* 5 tenths 1 4 times 5 tens 1 7

times b Jmndrtiiths '(

iQ. Find the cost of 5 cords ofwood at 6 dollai-s a cord ?

17. boys received 1 1 apples each : how many did

;ln'y all receive i

18. At 5 cents a pound, what will 7 pounds of rice

.est 1 8 lbs. ? 9 Has. ? 10 lbs. 1 12 lbs. ?

19. How many is 6 times \1 21 31 4? 51 6?

71 81 91 11 111 121 2 unal 5 tensi 7

thirds 1 8 fourths 1

20. 1 paid 6 dollars a ton for 9 tons of coal : what

was the whole cost 1

21. Jane bought 1 1 yards of cotton at 6 pence per

yard : what did it cost her 1

22. How many is 7 times 11 21 31 41 51 6?

71 81 91 101 111 121 2 pence 1 3 shillings?

4 tenths 1

23. A merchant averages a pi'ofit of 12 doUare a day :

how much is that a week 1

24- A merchant bought 7 quintals of codfish at 5 dol-

lars a quintal : what did he pay in all 1

25- How much will 8 yards of silk cost at 9 shillings

ii yard 1 9 inches of gold Avirc at 7 pence an inch 1

26. How mun.r is 8 times 11 21 31 41 51 Ql
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7? SI 9? \0l in 12 « Howimichisl2tiiiies8j

7 times 8 1

27- Find the cost of *- Bbs of sugar at 10 cents per

pound 1 Of 8 barrels of flour at.
"^ dollars a barrel ?

28- A steamer sails 12 miles an hour for 7 hours:

what distance does she make ?

29. What will be the cost of J lbs. of cheese at 8 pence

a pound ? 9 yards of cotton at ^ pence a yard t

30. How many is 9 times 11 21 '61 M b1 6?

11 ^1 9 'I 10 ? \\1 12 ] Hov, many is 8 tunes 9 ]

7 times 9 1

31- How many inche;- are in 9 feet, there being 12

inches in one foot ?

32- A farmer make? hi. rtvtiago profit of 11 dollars an

acre : what profit has he olf 9 acres of land 1

33. How many is 1 times \1 21 3] 4? 5? 61

11 8? 91 10? HI 12? How many is 9 times

10? 8 times 10?

34- What will lU lbs. of butter cost at 9 cents a

pound 1 at 10 cents ] at 11 cents ]

35. What will 9 yards of muslin cost at 11 cents h

yard ?

36. How many is 1 1 times 1 ; 2 f 3 ? 4 ] 5 ? 6 /

n 8? 91 101 in 12 i 12 vimes U'l 9 times

11? 7 times 11]

37- Find the cost of 11 yards of ribbon at 11 cents a

yard 1 10 quintals of codfish at 4 dollars a quintal?

38- I bought 11 Bbs. of halibut at 9 cents a pound :

what did it cost me ?

39. How many is 12 times 1? ..2J 3? 4? 51 61

71 8? 91 10? Ill 121 2 farthings? 4 ounces?

5 tens 1 7 twelfths ?
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luii^I in 6 3 times : thereiore o apples cl|p^.jt)e

bought for G cents.

S3. At 4 cents each, how mauy oranges can be bought

for ] 2 cents 1

3. For 24 ceui.s how juttny jx)uucl3 of sugar can be

Ixuiglit at 8 cents a pound?

4- Paid 32 doll.irs lor 8 cords of wood': how much is

tliat a cord ?
*

5- 3 times 2 are tj : how many times is J! Contained in

ti ? 3 in G1 ' - '.

6. 15 is how mauy times 3 » how many times 5 1 12

is how njsftr^ times 2 ? how many times 6 i
' how many

times 4 ? 3 I

7. I^w many times 4 are 8? IG? 12? 20 J 24]

•1^ ?

8. Johii. spent 30 cents in pencils, at 6 cents each

:

how many did he buy '

DIVISION TABLE.

1 in
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smccp, pnyi12. A faiinftv give 60 doluirs Ibi

dollars a Load : bow mauy did he bay ]

13. A carpenter e^rus 12 dollars a week : how

will it take him to ear.-\ 72 dollars 1

14- A bag contains v* laishels : how many bxich

will be reqxiired to hold -56 bushels ?

15- One man can do a piece of work in 66 houi

how many liours can 6 mtn do the w^rk 1

16- It takes ^0 men on.^. week to lo a certain w

how many weeks would it lake 10 mcB ?

ng 6

long

ba"S

Didsion Table—ContiniLcd.

, lU
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24- How long will it take 11 men to do a certain

work, if 55 men can do it in 1 day 1

Note.—The sign of division is -i-, thus 15-r-5 means

that 15 is to be divided by 5.

25- At 3 cents each how i.;aiiy iipples could yon buy

for 8 cents, and how many cents would yon luive left?

26. What is the quotient of 40h-5 I 40--8 ] 40-^10?

27. 45 are how many times 5 ? 9? 10? lU 15?

28- If you had 63 dollars, how many sheep could you

buy at 6 dollars each, and how many dollars would you

have left?

29- How many times is 4 contained in 28 ? 5 in 15 ]

S6 in §24? 3 cents in 27 cents? £2 in £16? 1 hour

in 9 hours? 5 dimes in 35 <'iiiii<s? 6 tens in 36 tens?

2 fifths in 12 fifths ? 3 ounce;; in 30 ounces? 5 tenths

in 55 tenths?

30- How miiiiv times is 7 contained in 14 ? 9 in 36 ?

10 in 40 ? 8 in 56 ? 11 in 33 ? 9 in 54 ? 12 in 72 ? 7 in

70? 10 in 70? £11 in £99? 8 guineas in 40 guineas?

31- How many times is 2 contained in 24 ? 12 in 24 ?

3 in 18? 6 in 18? 12 in 108 ? 8 in 96? 9 in 99 ? 11 tens

in 121 tens ? 12 hundred in 1 44 hundred ? 10 tenths in

1 20 tens ? 9 thousand in 45 thousand ?

32- What is the quotient, and what the remainder in

the following? 14--5? 68-4-7? 9--2 ? 39-^4? 112^
11? 62-i-lO? 61-^7? 51-=-8? 19h-2? 63-^5? 140

days-5-12 days? 150 penceH-12 pence? $133-^§ll ?

27 ounces-:- 10 ounces ?

Examples.— 11.

1. 3 times a number -f-4 times the number— twice the

uumber-|-7 times the number— 5 times the number
equals 35 : what is the number ?
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2. John being asked his age replied : if you add 20 to

8 times my age the sum will be 100 : find liis age.

3. What number must be taken from 95 so that the

remainder may be exactly divisible by 10 (

4. What numljer must be added to 129 tu get a sum

exactly divisible by 12 ?

5. Divide 38 tens by 2 tens ; 54 tenths by 3 tenths
;

65 by four; 87 weeks by 5 weeks ; 136 by i ; 121 shil-

lings by 4; 238 days by 3; 308 months by 6; 150

guineas by 12.

6. Bought 12 yards of broadcloth at 6 dollars a yaiil,

und paid for it with wood at 4 dollars a cord : how many

coids did it take]

7. The remainder is 4, the dividend 148, and the

quotient 12 : find the divisor. / ;

8. A house was bought for $1200, and sold for $15(iO.

The profit was divided between 6 persons : what was the

share of each ?

9. What number multiplied by 7 will gi\e the same

product as 14 multiplied by 9 ?

10. What number must be added to 29, so that it may

be exactly divisible by 9?

11. If the sum of 9 and 7 be multiplied by their dif-

ference, and the product divided by 8, what will the

quotient be 1

12. What number must 4 be multiplied by, so as to

produce tw^ice 32 1

13 The sum of the product of two numbers and 6 is

34, one of the numbers is 7, find the other 1

14- What number subtracted 11 times from 456, leaves

remainder 5 ?

15. A man gave $12 each to a certain number of men,

and had $5 left of $125 : how many men were there ?
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16. Charles said :—if you multipiy the number

dollars I have by 12, and subtract $15 from the prodmt

tlie remainder will bo $69 : how much money Lad lie 1

17- f» times 12 is how many times 48-4-6 ]

18- 9 times 1 is h w many times 54-4-9

1

19- I received 30 yards of tweed for 5 tons of hay at

.^12 a ton : what was the cloth a yard 1

20- Willie having been asked how many dollars ho

ha.I, replied : if you add 9 to the number and multiply

the sum by 8, the product will be $160 : how much had

hel

21. Minnie having been asked her ago, said : 9 times

my age 6 year.^ ago is 81 : find her age.

22- 6 times my )>resent age is 9 times my age .5 years

ago : how old am I '?

23- At 15 cents a yard how much wincey can be

bought for 300 cents ? for 400

1

24- If a quantity of provisio? s last 1 man 48 days,

how long will it last 4 mon ? o men? 8 men? 12

men %

25. A woman sold 12 dozen of eggs at 15 cents a

d zen, and with the procce Is bought raisins at 18 cents

a pound : how many p.ninds did she got"?

26- At 15 dollars an acre how much land can be

bought for .f 180? 1300? :$450 ? $600?

27. If 6 times Mary's age is divided by 12, the

quotient, multiplied by 15, will be 75 : find her age.

28- A man paid $220 dollars for 10 months board:

how much lid ho pay per month ?

29- A merchant's expenses are $12 a day : in how
many days will thcs amount to $9'>0 ?
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Section V.- Miscellaneous Questions.

Examples.— 12.

"
1. Multiply 30 by 4, subtract 50. adJ 10, divide by 5,

multiply by 7, and what is the rer.ultl

2 Subtract 10 from G multiplied bj 8, to the remainder

add 4, divide the sura by 6, multiph' the quotient by 11,

subtract 7 fiom the product, divide the remainder by 10,

add 30 to the quotient, and what will be the sum 1

3- 70 barrels of pork cost $5.60 : what was the price per

l)airel ?

4- One man can do a woik in 55 days : how long wil.

it take 10 men 1

5- A number multiplied by 8, divi 'ed by G, multipliec

by 10, and the product increased by 5, equals 45 : what

is the number 1

6, Multiply 15 by 5, add •"', 'Uvide by 8, multiply by

6, subtract 10, divide by 5, add 2, rnuitiply by 11, and

what will the product be 1

7. The divisor is 5, the dividend 39, the quotient 7,

Find the remainder,

8- The remainder is 5, quotient 6, divisor 7. Find

the dividend.

9. How many sets of factors in 24 ? in 48 ? in 60 1

in 125 I

10- By what number must the product of the sum and

difl'erence of 9 and 7 be incieased so that the result may
be exactly divisible by 7 1

11. A man bought an equal nur.ber of pigs and sheep

for $63. Each pig cost $3. and each sheep $4 : how many
of each did he buyl O
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12- A woman bought 26 yards of dress g.^ods at

cents a yard, and 22 yards of cotton ab 10 cents a yard :

how much change did she receive out <5f a $10 bill 1

13- There is a number which, when divided by 4, and

tlio t|uotient increased by 9.. the sum Multiplied bj' 3, and

the product decreased by the difference be!;\veen the arith-

metical complements of 4 and 7, giv es 33. Find the

number ?

14- If 3 cords of wood are worth IS dollars, and 10

cords are given for 12 thousand shingh s, how much .a*o

the shingles a thousand ] # '-•

15- If 3 i)ounds of Hour are worth 1 pound of sugar,

and 6 pounds of sugar are worth 1 V'ound of tea, li> w
many pounds of flour are worth 2 poundr, .f te i '?

16- A boat sailed up river for 10 h.o'.ir^ at the rate of

3 mihs an hour, 'out returned over the same distance in

G hours : how fast did it sail down stre.nn ?

17. When whoatis sold at the rate of 6 buiduds i'or 12

dollars, how many bushels must be given for 4 cords of

wood, at 5 dollars a cord i

18. A f;tcamboat can run 8 miles an hour dow . river,

and «:nly G miles an hour up river; after running down

river for 3 hours, how long will it be in rotuming? .:y

19. Twenty acres of land are bought for i}?0 : how

many dollars per acre uius'j they be sold for, that the pur-

c!;aser may double his m. ney ]

20- I divide 25 oranges between two boys, giving cno

7 more than the -ther : li w many will oacli have? ' • '.

21- If four barrels of flour are worth S3G, how many
yards of cloth worth $3 a yard will 2 barrels of the Hour

buy]

22. A boy on his way to market with 17 lobsters, lost
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Softliem; t-Tic rest he soM for $1.12 : how niucli was

that apiece ?

23- Bouglit G barrcLs of pork for 120 dollars : at how
naicli a barrel must it bo sol:l to gain ^2 a biirrel t

24. Diviclo 15 cents between Jehu and James so that

Jolin may have 3 cents iess thaii JarooK.

25 At 2 dollars u buchol, iiow manv bushels of wheat

must 1)6 given lor 4 barrels of flour at $8 a barrel?

26- A man can do a piece of work in 4 days when

the days are 12 hours long : hc>w long will he take when

the days are 8 hours long?

27- Exchanged 11 ton,s if hay for 15 yarJs of <.loth at

G dollars a yard, and 4 yards* at 5 dollars a yard : how
iiuicl! was the hay worth a ton?

28- A man can do a piece of work in 5 days by work

ing 8 hours a day : how many hours a day must ho wo)k

t do it in 4 days?

29. Two men are 96 nnles apart, and are travclHn^^

toward each other, one at; the rate of 5 miles an houi,

and the other at the rate of three mileo .'>n hour : in how

many horn's will they meet 1

Section VI.—Analvsis.

Examples.— 13.

1. "When a number is divided b_v 2. thn quf^tic nl xa

one of the two equal parts which compose the number,

and is called one-half of the number, thus :—G divided

by 2 gives quotient 3, which is one of the two equal

parts (3-|-3) that compose G, and is therefore one-half

of G.
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2- So, when a number is divided by 3, the quotient is

one-third of the nurubei' ; when divided by 4 the quotient

IS one-fourth ; when divided by 5, one-fifth; and when

divided by 6, one-sixth.

3. What is ono-half of 6? of 8 1 of 24 ? of 8 tens?

of IG hundred ? W liat is the one-third of 3 ] of 6 ? of 9

fifths? of 27 ton'Jis? What is the one-foxirth oi % ] of

12 ? of 36 % of 00 twelfths ? What is the one-Jifth of 5 ]

of 15 ? of 20 ? of 40 1 What is the one-sixth of 12 1 18 ]

•^0 I. 42 ] 54 1 What is one-sixth of 36 ponce 1
' 36 ouuoe.s ]

30 minutes! 36 tons 1 36 tenths] 36 twentieths]

4. how many li.vlves are there of any number 1 ITow

many thirds? fourths? fifths? sixths?

5. How much is one-third of 9 ? 2 thirds of 9 ]

How much is one-fourth of 12?* 3 fourths? ITow much

is one-fifth of 15? 2 fifths? 4 fifths ? How nuiJ; is

one-sixth of 24 ? 3 sixths ? 5 sixths ?

6. When a numbor is divided by 7 the quotient is

called one-seventh of the number ; when divided by 8, one

eiijlith ; when divided by 9, one-ninth ; when divided by

10, one-tenth ; when divided by 11, one-eleventh ; and

when divided by 12, one-twelfth.

7. How many sevenths are there of any number?

How many eigliths? nintlis? tentlis? eleventlis ?

twolftlis?

8. How much is one-sevenni of 14? 21? 42? How
niucii is 2 seventlis of 3"? 3 sevenths? 4 sevenths ?

9. How much is one-eighth of 40? 3 eighths? 7y

eighths.

10- How much is one-nintli of 9? of 18? of

How much is 4 ninths of 27? 5 ninths? 7 nin/

4
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How much V- one ninth of 27 pounds'? 30 fjirtliinpfst

45 .^ays? 54 grains ] 63 tens ? 72tontlis? 72 fifths 1

11. How mudi is one-tenth of 10] of 30 1 of 70?

How much ^s 2 tontlis of 50? 3 tenths? 6 tenths?

10 tpnths]

12- How much b one-olevauth of 22 ? 2 elevenths 1

4 rlevcnths? 7 elevenths ? 9 elevenths ] 10 elevenths?

iS. How :nuch is one-twelfth of 1 2 ? of 36 ? of 72 ?

of 84? of 96? How much is ono-twolfth of 108? 3

twelfths J 7 twelfths? 9 twelfths? 12 twelfths?

14. One-half a number is 10, what is tho mimber ?

,S'o7.—Since o?ic half is 10, (too halves, or the whole

number, is 2 rimes 10 or 20.

35 One fifth of my ago is 6 years : how ohi ami?

16- What is the numbar whoso sixth part is 10 ? Tlie

number whose seventh part is 8? The number whose;

ninth part is 9 ? The number whoso tenth part is 10 )

17. The rent of a house for a certain timo is §60.

wiiat is the rent for one-sixth of tho time 1 for 2 sixths ]

for 5 sixths ?

18. A man has 63G a month, and saves 2 ninths of

it : how much doer, he save in 12 months?

19- One-seventh of the money T have is .$12 : how

much have I?

20. If 22 is one-sixth of the value of a horse, Gnd his

value ?

21. What is 5 eighths of 16 yards? of 16 dollars?

of IC cents? of 16 years? of 16 days? of 16 pence?

of 16 farthings? of 10 hundredths?

22- Tlieie are 12 months in a year, how many in one-

sixth of a year? in 2 sixths? in 5 sixths?

23- One pound of cheese costs 18 cents, what will on--
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half pound cost r pne-tliird of a pound'? 5 sixths of a

pound.

24- Five-sixtks of 72 are how many times 6 ] how-

many times 12 ] how many times 10 ]

25. James is 16 years old, and 3 fuuiths oi his aye i.s

6 sevenths of Harry's : how old i.s llaiiy J

Examples.— 14.

1, If 3 oranges cost 15 cents, what will 7 oranges co.«^ ?

Sol.—3 Oranges cost 15 cents, one will cost on<^-

third of 15 cents, that is 5 cents, therefoie 7

will cost 7 times 5 cents, or 35 cents.

2- If 7 apples cost 14 cents, what will 11 cost?

3- If 9 mackerel cost 81 cents, what will 12 costl

4- If 15 yartls of tape cost 45 cents, what will 8 yards

oosti

5- 884 are paid for 12 bai-rels of herring : what would

he the price of 10 barrels?

6. If six men can mow 1 2 acres of grass in a day,

how much can 13 men mow in the same time]

7. If 3 apples ai'e worth 6 oranges, how many oranges

are 20 apples worth 1

8- If 8 dollars will buy 80 yards of cotton, how much

will 11 dollars buyl

9- When 60 cents arc paid for 4 dozen of eggs, how
much must be paid for 7 dozen]

10. If 50 cents will pay for 5 lbs. of sugar, how much

will 120 cents buy?

Sol.—5 pounds cost 50 cents, 1 pound 10 cents,

and if 10 cents buy 1 pound, 120 cents will buy

120^-10, that is 12 pounds.
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11. If 8 men build a wail in 6 flti; s. hov. many wo\iM

build it in 12 days?

12. When $80 is paid for 8 barrels of mackerel, how

many barrels will $110 pay fori

13. If 8 yards ol calico can 'no bo ight for 96 pniioo.

how much can be bought lor 132 pence; \

14- If 4 men do mow a field in 12 days, how long

would it take 6 men?

Sol.—4 men do it in 12 days, there' ore 1 man will

do it in 48 days, and G uw u will do it in ono-

sixth of 48 days, or 8 days.

15. How long would it take 11 m^r. t ;• do what 10

men would do in 11 days?

16. If 10 cents will b;iy 6 hovringfS, h.o^r ii.iK.h will

40 herrings cost '?

17. When five yards of broadvk^h can be honght it"-

20 dollars, how much will .>f.")6 buy •

18. If 8 copy-books cost 80 oenis, what witi 40 copy-

books cost.

Sol.—Since 40 is 5 tiroes 8, 40 books w:U cost H

times what 8 cost, or 6 times 80, thn'. isi 400

cents.

19- Vv'hat will 15 oranges cor>t, when 3 cost 11 cents
;'

20- How many dozen of o-i'^'s can bo bought for 90

cents, at the rate of 2 dozen fur 30 riciifs '

21. What will 21 pounds of i i if 13 p;!nnd<;

cost 65 cents ?

22- How much will 40 barrels o( flour (•o?>% v/h<n 5

barrels cost 26 dollars 1

23. How much honey at 12 cents a pound must l»e

given for 4 pounds of cofiee at -'i ) conts a pound?

24- What is the cost of 30 yards of cloth at the rato

of 5 yards for 9 dollars 1
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26. If 12 men do a piece of work in 10 lioui-s, how

Jong would it take 8 men to do the same work ]

26. If 11 steamer make 48 miles in 4 hours, how long

will it take her to make 72 miles]

27- If 3 fom-ths of a numbei' is 12, what is 5 times

the number '<

28. If 4 tiftiis of u |)(Hiiul of tea cost 6' cents, what

will 2 pounds cost i

29- If 10 horses eat 30 bushels of oats in 6 days : how

long will the same quantity last 15 h*rses ]

30- What will 3 fifths of a pound of tea cost, at 60

cents a pound {

31- C'iiailie gave 7 ;tp|jles for 21 marbles : at this rate

how uiauy marbles ought he to get for 9 ap])les 1

32- How much will 5 bushels of apples cost, if 5

eighths of a bushel cost 40 cents '(

33- 3 tenths of the distance from Yarmouth to Digby

is 21 miles: find the whole distance?

34- A man gave 15 bushels of wheat for 3 barrels of

tiour : what was the wheat worth a bnsliel when $60

would buy 12 barrels of flour '(

35- Frank has 60 cents, and 7 Leliti^.^ uf this sum is

equal to 6 sevenths of what Willie has : how much has

Willie] ^-9
36- A man paid §40 for a chain, which was 2 ninths

of what his watch cost : find the cost of the watch ] -^ O
37- A farmer has 36 geese, and 7 ninths of the num-

ber of geese is 4 fifths of the number of turkeys : tind the

number of turkeys ]

^ 38- John has three times as much money as Edward,

and both have 016 : how much has each 1

Sol.—John has a certain sum and Edward has 3
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tiiues this sum, thei-efoie both together have 4-

times John's money, or $16, and thcrcfoie

Jolm's is 84, Edward's $12.

39- A lot and huiiso cost $900, tlie liouse cost 8 tinios

as much as tho lot : find the cost of each 1

40- Edwin is twice as old as Kd,'ar, and their united
ages is 30 yea is : liud the age of each ?

41- A horse and cart c st$108 : the horse cost 5 times

as much as the cart : find the cost of each ]

42. 72 cents are divided between Harry and CJiariic,

for every 4 cents Harry receivea, Charlie gets 5 : liow

many does each receive ?

Sol.—Of every 9 cents Hairy g<-ts 4 itnd Charlie

5, but 9 is contained 8 times in 72. therefore

Han-y gets 8 times 4 cents and Ciarlie 8 times

5 cents. jm^g^
43- Divide 60 marfeles between WJ^^ftnd Eddie, so

thai for every 2 Willie gets,.J]ddie shall get 3.

44- Divide $132 between Minnie and Susie in such a

way, that as often as Minnie gets $4, Susie shall get %1\
45. A newsboy saves 104 cents in 8 days: how much

will he save in 30 days at the same rate %

46- If it take 20 yards of calico to make 2 dresses,

how many similar dresses will 110 yai-ds make ]

47. A boy laid out 80 cents in oranges at 4 cents each,

and sold them so as to gain 40 fcei^s : find how much he

got apiece for the oranges %

48- On a certain holiilay William . li tr.jut as

often as Charles caug!;; 7; ^Villiam caught 55: how
many did Charles catch \

49- Frank laid out 60 cents in apples, giving 6 cents

^or every apples; he kept a number foi- liimself and gave
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an equal number to each of 8 class mates : how many did

each receive 1

50- If 9 barrels of flour are worth $63, how many

barrels of apples at $3 a barrel can be had for 6 banels

of flour 1

51- A newsboy bought 9 papers at 3 cents each, and

8 others at 4 bents ^>aA} he soil all the papers at a uniform ^
price, and gainod^a^ttogether 26 cents : find what he re-

ceived for each paper ]

52- If $100 will support a fauiUy of 7 persons for 8

weeks, how many persons would it support for 14 weeks 1

53- Two-thirds .>f 36 are 3 times what number'? 4

^ times what nudiberl 6 times what number? 8 times

wliat number? ^^ •

54- Eight-ninths of 81 are 64;imes Vhat number? 8

times wHajb.numbei' ? .9 times'what nuii^iber ? 12 times

what number J ^

55- FoiXr-fifths of 60 are how many tii les 6 1 how
many times 8 ? Ten-elevenths of 55 are hov, many times

.0? 10? 25]

Examples.— 15.

-. men?
1. What numbers multiplied together will p^'otly^et in cir-

lb? 161 35? 48? 40? 43? 51 ? JaVcIistlnce will be

2. 'Eesolve into factors, 15, '^Q in the same relative pos

3- What factors have
^'

7, U, 13, 17, 19, 2''./of two numbers is 2, and the L.C.M,
4. Name the.x the numbers is 4 : what is the other?

'
'Jx.wing, ?.he H.C.F. of three numbers is 2, and theij
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6. What are the factore of 6? 9] 121 151 101

181 211 321 331 351 391 491 51?

6. What are the fn-ime factors of 44 1 54 1 561 60

1

571 681 701 751 761

7. Name the divisors which are uuuiuioxi to 8 and Id ^

12 and 10 1 10 and 30 1 . 9 and 36 1 24 and 36 1

8. Find the highest common factor p£ 8 and 24, 36 and

27, 32 and 48, 37 and &^, 18 and 80 1

"

9. Find a common multiple of 2 and 3, 5 and G, 4 and

8, 9 and 12, 32 and 481

10- Find the least cominou multiple of 8 and 12. 9

>ind 12, 12 and 20, 16 and 48, 10 and 35. 48 and 96 I

11. What is the syware of H 2'? 31 41 51 6?

7 1 81 91 101 111 121 131 151 14? 201

12. Find the cube of J, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12.

13. AVhat is the square rcot of 1 1 41 91 16 ? 25 1

361 491 811 641 1001 1441 121?

14- 5 times the square of a number is 320 : find the

number 1

15- If the square ro t of a certain number be divided

by 6, the quotient is 2 : find the number.

16. If 1 1 be added to Harry's agp, and 1 is added to

5 times the square root, ^ of the sum will be nine : tind

'i^^e.

and sold

got apiece for it.Common Factor and L. C. M.

48- On a cei'tain holnldn
1 fi

often as Cluirles caugl;t 7: ^N 7>"-

many did Charles catch / ,- '^ictor, Highest Com-

49- Frank laid out 60 cents in apples, ^W every apples; he kept a number for hiuiselt 8 and 12
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3. Find the H.C.F. of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 ; of 5, 15, 25,

and 39.

4- What is meant by tho multiple of a number ^

what by the L.C3r. of two or more numbers 1

5. Find the L.C.M. of 4 and 6 ; 9 and 1 2 ; 8, 16, and

32; 4, 6, 9, 18, and 36,

6. Find the L.C.M. of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 ; 5, 15, 10,

20 and 30 ; 3, 6, 9, 24 and 36.

7. A farmer wislies to put 24 bushels of wheat and 36

bushels of silver chaff* into the least number of bins that

shall contain the same number of bushels without mixing

the two kinds of wheat : what number of bushels must

each bin hold, and how many bins will be required 1

8. A gentleman has a triangular plot, the sides of

which are 63, 84, and 105 feet, wishes to enclose it with

boards of uniform length and greatest possible : what

will be the length of each boai^d 1 How many boards

will be required if it be 4 boards high all round]

9. A, B, and C agree to purchase pigeons at the high-

est price each that will allow each to invest all his

money ; A has 45 cents, B, 60, and C, 75 : how many can

each purchase 1

10- A can dig 4 rods of a ditch in a day ; B, 6 ; and

C, 8 : what is the least number of rods that will furnish

a number of whole days' work to any of^the three men?

11. The fore wheel of a perarabulator is 3 feet in cir-

cumference and the hind wheel 5 : what distance will be

passed over before they are in the same relative pos

ition as at first ?

12. The IT.C.F. of two numf.ei-s is 2, and the L.C.M,

is 18 ; one of the numbers is 4 : what is the otherl

13- The H.C.F. of three numbers is 2, and theii
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L.C.M is 60 ; the first number is 4, the second 2 more

than the first : what is the third?

14. Find the least number which, divided by 3, 5 and

7, leaves 2 for remainder in each case.

15. What is the smallest sum of money with which 1

can buy rabbits at 25 cents each, pigeons at 15 cents

each, and hens at 30 cents each ?

16. A boy can dig 12 post holes in a day ; his brother

can dig 18 : what is the smallest number which will fur-

nish exact number of days' labor for either alone or both

together 1

17- What is the least number which, divided by 3, 5,

7, 9 and 15, will leave 1 for remainder 1

18- What is the greatest and what the least number

tliat can be subtracted an exact number of times from 65 ?

19- What is the greatest and what the least number

that can be .subtracted from 153 an exact number of

times ]

CHAPTER II.

Section i.—Fractions.

INTRODUCTORY.

Examples.—1.

1. If anything, as a foot, a dollar, a j)ound, a number,

&c., is divided into tvvo equal parts, each part is one-half

of the thing divided; if it is divided into three equal parts,

each is one-third, and two of the parts are <ioo-thirds ; if

it is divided into four equal parts each is one-fourth, two

of them are two-fourths, and three of them three-fonif^s

;

if it is divided into five equal parts, each is oue-fifth, two
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of them are two-Mthn, three of them three-Mlha, four of

them four-fifths \ and soon for other divisions. Now,

instead of ivonis, we miiy use figures to express one or

more of the equal parts into which the thing has been

divided, thus :

—

One-half is represented by ^, two halves by % ; one-

third is represented by \, fioo-thirds by |, iA/eothirds by

I ; one-foiu th is represented by ^, ^wo-fonrths by |, three

fourths by |, ybur-fourths by | ; one-fifth is represented

by i, <i«o-fifths by |, ^Arec-fifths by |, ybur-fifths by 4»

^ve-fifths by | ; one-twelfth is represented by j'tj, two-

twelfths by -j-.j, /ive-twelfths by j"^, .seve/i-twelfths by j<j,

eight-tweMtha by j^tj, &c. In these expressions the lower

figure shows the number of parts into which the thing is

divided, and iiulicates the fractional unit, (one-half, one-

third, one-fourth, &c.) ; the upper figure expresses a cer-

tain number of these equal parts, or fractional units.

Che thing which is divided into equal parts may becalle^|

che Unit of the Fraction.

2 How many halves in 1 thing 1 in 2 things 1

m .'3 things ? in 2 dollaiw? and one-half? in 3 pounds

ind one-half? in 5 feet and one half ] in 6 acres and

\ of an acre 1

8- How many fourths in 4]

Ans.—In 1 there are 4 fourths, therefore in 4

there are 4 times as many, that is, 16 fourths.

4- How many fifths in 5? in 8? in 12? How
many sevenths in 3 J in 5 ? in 10? in llf in 12?

in 131

5. Of what number is 2 the one tkird ? 4 the one-

fourth? 5thei? lOtheJ^I

6. Of what number is 12 the 41 4? ^1 Of what

number is | the \ 1 the ^ 1 the J ?
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7. Charlie is 5 years old, and his age is | his father's

age : How old is his father 1

8. How many ninths in 8 1 in 9 1 in 10 1 Show

that three-tenths of one=one-tenth of three. That | of

l=i of 3.

9. What is the fractional unit in 1 1 in 1 1 in j^g ?

in^^] in^l in^^gl in|f1 in ^\\'i in ,Vr, ^

10- How many fractional units in A^l in -f^^t in

|§? inyVo^ inl|fi1 inf^Jfl What is the Unit

OF THE Fractions in $1 1 £| ] 4^cre? |niile1 | ton?

11. What are all the fractional units, as far as 20 1

What is the fractional unit corresponding to the number

161 to 30 ] to 45 1 to 49 ? to 50 1 to 500

1

12. Willie gave away | of an apple : how many
thirds had he left 1 How many eighths of a yard in a

yard 1 How many tenths of a dollar in a dollar ? How
many sixteenths of a pound in a pound 1

13- How much does | lack of 1 1 How much does i

lack of 1 ? How many twentieths must be added to -^^^

to make it equal to 1 1

14. Take | from 1 and what is left ] Take j\ horn

1 and what is left?

15- Which is the greater, one-half or one-third ?

One-sixth or one-fifth ? One ninth or one-twelfth ? One

twentieth or one-thirtieth ?

16- A horee cost SI 00, and a sleigh § as much :

Find the cost of the sleigh.

17. A man sold | of a piece of cloth which contained

45 yards : How many yards were left ?

18. If A can dig a ditch in twelve days, what part of

it can he dig in 1 day ? in 5 days ? in 7 days ?
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19. li" B cau dig a ditch in 10 days, what part of it

can he dig in one day ? in 5 days 1 in 9 days 'i

20- If a person leaves his property, worth ."?1800, to

his wife and 8 children, in equal parts, what fraction of

the whole will each have, and how many dollars?

21. What is the i of 18? of 18 shillings? of 18

pence? of 18 days? of 45 farthings ? of 45 hours. AVhat

is the j\ of 36 seconds ? of 36 ounces ? of 36 tens 1 of 36

tenths ? of 36 twelfths ? of 36 fiftieths ?

22. I owned || of a ship, and sold \ of my share : how

many sixty-fourths had I left ?

23- If you put up ten pounds of tea in packages of one

pound, what pait of the whole do you put in one pack-

age ? in 3 packages ? in 7 packages ?

24. 1 is what part of iO ? of 5 ? of 15? of 91

One-seventh is what part of 2-sevenths ? 4-sevenths 1 5-

sevenths? 6-sevenths ? of 5? of 16? One-nineteenth

is what part of fg ? f̂ ? i§ ? i| ?
f
8 ? 3 is what

part of 10?

25. A person having §85, earned $115 more, and then

gave away one-fourth of what he had : how much did he

give away : how much did he retain ?

26- Jane has g of a dollar, and Harry and James have

each I of a doUar : how much more have these than

Jane ?

27. If 4 pounds of almonds cost 80 cents, what part

of 80 cents will one pound cost ? 2 pounds ? 3 pounds 1

5 pounds? 7 pounds? What part of 1 2 is 7 ? 9? 15?

28. What is 1-seventh of 3^0 ? ^^ ? ^^ ? ^g ? |§ ?

29. What is 2-sevenths of if? S-sevenths? 5-sev-

e]iths? 6-sevenths? 13-sevenths?

30- If 12 oranges cost 36 cents, what part of 36 cents
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will 1 orange cost? 2 oranges? 3 oninges? 5 oranges?

S oranges?

31- In a certain High School there ai-e 12 boys an<l

I as many girls; required the number of giils, and the

numbei- in the school.

3f2- What do you understand by 3-fourths ? 5-sixths?

7-i'ighths? /o?
J^? Jp

33- A cow was bought for $60, and was sol. I for | of

the c st : what was tlie gain '(

34- i^TT of the number of hours in a day is the number

of hours I work , how many hours .lo I woi-k i

35- 3-ninths of 18
-f- 5-sixths of 18 is how many? 6-

uintlis of 54 an; how many times ? of 20?

36. 3 sevenths of 21 aie how many times 3 ?

Sol.— l-seventh of :.'l is 3 ; 3-sevenths of 21 is'),

which is 3 times X : tlierefore 3 sevenths of 21

is 3 times 3.

37- 3-eightlis of 24 ari^ how many tiuits 6 ? 4-tifths

of !5>15 are how many times §3 ? | of 15 tenths are how

many times 3*tenths ? 4 o!" 15-twentieths are how many

times r?^i ? 7-ninths of 27 are h, w times 9 ?

38 Frel had $60 ; }^ of it ho sjjent for a watch, and

-1 of it for a suit of clothes, how much had lit- remaininj'?

39- A pole whose length i. 15 feet is in the air and

water, and | of the whole h ngth, less 3 feet, is the length

in the water, require*! the length in the air ?

40. The interest on .$600 for 6 years is equal to i of

the principal : how nxuch was the yearly interest ?

41. What will 3-fourths of 8 pounds of coffee cost at

20 cents a pound 1

42. A is worth $2,400, an 1 5 sixths of A's fortune is

10 times the interest on B's fortune for a year : what is

the interest on B's fortune ?
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43. A road 160 miles long is composcvl of 10 equal

sections. What fraction of the whole road are 6 of these

sections, and how many miles do they contain ?

44. If the rent of a house for 30 days is 890, how

much will it be for 17 days?

45. The site of a sch ol cost $700 ; an.l 4-seventh8 of

this 8100 is 1-eighth of the cost of the building : required

the cost of the building 1

Section II. -Reduction and Analysis.

Examples.— 18.

1. How many fouitlis in 4| i

Sol.—4f=4-|-f ; in 4 tlieie are IG touiths, there-

fore in 4-f| there are IG fourths-}- 3 louilhs, or 19 fourths,

that is -L9.

2. How many third.s in 3^- 1 4g { 5^ .' G|? 13^]

3. How many fifths in 4U 3| ? 74 ] 8| T
4. How many sevenths in 7^1 in 8| ? in 10^ ? in 1 1 f 1

5. How many ninths in 1^ ] in 2| 1 in 4^ 1 in 5| ]

6. By how much is 4| greater than 3| I than 2| 1

7. ^Vhat is the result iu .n/-j._ l-Ji^-f 6,^-^—4y\ ^

8. How many tenths in 3j'(5 1 in
2,-c,

l! in 4^*^ '? in

5 •»-'* in 7^- ]

9. How many tsvelfths in 2j^^'i in IfW ? ^j^^ 1 in

10- How, then, are mixed numbers reduced to improper

Jract'wns ?

11. Reduce to impi-oper fractions 3^, 4|, 6|, 5|, 9|,

10.'..
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12. Reduce to improper fractions l/^), 2j*'y, S,^^* ^i%^

13. How EUiiny fouitlis of a dollar will 7 yards of

cloth cost at ^«2| a yard 1

>SoZ.—21=15'- and 7 times -V-=-Y--

14. How many thirds of a dollar will 9 barrels of

flour cost at $6| a barrel ?

15. What will ten 3'ards of cloth cost at $2g a yard !

16. What will 10 lbs. sugar cost at 6| cents per

))Ound ] at 7i cents ? 5| cents ?

17. What will 7 yards of cloth cost if 2 yaids can be

bought for $6| 1

18. If 9 felt ha^ can be bought for §11^, how much

w ill 8 hats cost i

19. If 3| tons of coal cost $GQ, what will 4 tons cost

at the same ratol .

20- How mucli will 14 lbs. of raisins cost when 3| lbs.

cost 50 cents 'J

21. 2| yards of musliu cost 48 cents: what will 10

yai'ds cost at the same rate 1

Fractions. —Reduction.

tTNITS.

Examples.— 19.

1. How many units are there in | 1

SoL-^2 halves make one unit, and 7 halves contain 2

halves 3 times Avith one-half remainder ,". in % there are

3J units.

2- How many unijts in A ] in 3 ^ in V 1 in :| t in

V? in-y-*
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3- How many units in ^ 1 in -^^^-
'} in 6-^"- J in

4- How many units in ^g'- ? in ^^^-1 in V '^ in |^ '?

5. How, then, may any improper fncction be leduced

to a mixed number]

6. Reduce to mixed numbers -'-,•-, -->-, -\% $i«-, £Jgi, -U-

sliilliugs, -"g^-. Reduce to mixed numbers -^'- pence, 4/*-

hours, Y" seconds, f| farthings, f g,
Jj-g^,

f «, J-,3A

7. At$6| a barrel, what will 12 barrels of Hour cost '.

8. If 2 dozen of eggs cost 28| cents, what will 3 dozen

cost (

9. I paid $y for 2 J barrels of af)ples, what will 5|

bands cost at the same rate?

10- If 5 of a pound of tea cost 48 cents, what will 1

11). cost 1 2 lbs. 1 3 1bs. ] 4 lbs.] 3J lbs. -J 4J lbs. ]

5| lbs. ? .

11. Iff of a ton of hay is worth ^4i, what will 7f
tons cost ?

12- A man walks 7 miles in 2^ hours : h w far will he

\\Mlk in 4| hours?

13- Find the number of bows, each containing ^ of »

yard of ribbon, that can be made out of 7| yards.

14- At a church collection 43 dollars, 24 half dollars,'

aud 32 quarters were received : what was the whole

amount ]

15- a pint is one eighth of a gallon : how many pint^

in 13| gallons] How many gallons in 141 pints]

16- If a boy can split | of a cord of w od in a day,

how long will he take to split ^ of a cord 'i ^1 1 cord ]

2 cords] 8 cords]

17. How many quarter-pound weights will it take to

5
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1-alance 66 [xmnds weight] How mauy half-pound

weights ?

18. How uiaiiy lots j'j of au acre in size can be laid

out of 5 acres "i from 7 acres ? from 2 j\ 1

19. If a mail can do i of a piece of Moik in 2 hours,

how long will it take him to Jo the whole ]

20- If a boat is 3 hours in i)fci forming J of its trip,

how long at that rate will its whole trip take 1

21- If a locomotive can go six miles in i of an hour,

how many miles can it go in one hour and a half?

22. With $24 collected from one customer, $16 liotn

another, and $11 from a third, a person paid | of liis

taxes : what did his taxes amount to 1

23. 7+84-5+ 4 is ^ of what nunilier'? ^^ft^-^r,^

"HA ''^ 3 ^^ what number i

24- 5 is a third of how many times 6 ''. Of what nniii-

ber is 3| one-seventh 1 One-ninth? One-twelfth 1

25. If a fifth of a yard of carpet cost two-fifth of a

dollar, what is that a yard] How much would ;^-'7^

buy? -

26. If a ninth of a poun i of raisins cost 2 cents, what

will 4 ninths of a pound cost? What will 3§ pouu'.s

cost ?

27. A man being asked the value of his horee said^

$^\f-
is one-tenth of its value : what is its value ? ^ '.

28- 9f is a seventh of what number 1 5| is 1 -fourth

of what number? 7| is 1 -ninth of what number?

29. 18 is 1-half of 6 times what number?

30. 15 is 1-sixth of 5 times what number?

31. A wagon cost $60^, which is 1-fourth the cost of

tlu> buggy : what was the cost of the buggy ?

32. 7| is ^ of what number? ^ of what number?

V fJ i» ^'
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33- A luaa being asked his age, said his youngest son's

age, which was 15 years, was just one-eleventh of 3 times

his age : what was his age 1

34- A lady's shawl cost $9, which was l-eightli of 4

times the cost of her dress : what was the cost of the

dress '( /S

35- A house cost $800 which was 1-tenth of 4 times

the value of the farm on which it stands. Required the

value of the firm 'I

36- 2 thirds of 21 -|-'i f^^mths of 16, are how many

times 7 t

37- '^ sevenths of 21-|-3 eighths' of 40, are how many
times -^

1

38- Jf^3| lbs. of butter cost 60 cents, how much can

be bought for 360 cents '! -

39-
:t
of 21 is ^ of what number ? | of what number ?

40- '2-\-8 — 3 is I of what number?

41- 4 ^^ ^^ '"^^'^ ^'^^^ many times 8 ?

42- How many fifths in 4? In 4| ] How many
sevenths in 31 In 3i ? How many ninths in SI In

3i] How many tenths in 4 ] In 4| ? In 2^L ? In 3^ ?

Fractions—Reduction, &c.

Examples. -'20.

1. In I how many twelfths ?

Sol.—In 1 there are 12 twelfths .-. in | there arc

2 thirds of 1 2 twelfths, or 8 twelfths, that is fr,.

2 How many sixths in ^ ? 1 1 f? ?J

3. How many eighths in ^1 -| 1 ^^ '^1 If! 3f1
4. Ifow many fifteenths in M §1 23 ] |1 |]

3s 1 4'.]
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6. How many twenty-firsts in ^1 §1 SfJ |1 ^1

6. Reduce |, f, f, |, Ij'^, 2| to twenty-fourths.

7. Reduce ^, §, |, 1^, 2|, y'g, ly'g, 2 J.r to thirty-sixths.

8- Since |=^g, how may the hitter fraction be drrived

fi'om the former 1

9- Since ^|=g how uniy the lutter fi action be obtained

from the former 1

10. How many fifths in ^5 ] y»„ ? j%1 ^."i fg ? ||?

11. How many ninths in II I \p. if'i ^|? 43?

12. How many fourteenths in ^| ? |g ? Jf ? /y\i

'

13. Reduce to eighths j%, i|, {§, f|', |§.

14- Reduce to their lowest terms ,1t, yg, ^^' lo> ^|> :|
^•

15. Re.luce to lowest terms J
|, f .1, f 4, ||, fj, ||, JgV..

16. Reduce to lowest terms f |, ||, ^Yo. U^ fg, f ^•

17. If 2J barrels of flour cost $20, find the cost of :',^

barvclh.

18. John has $40 a month, which is | of half of what

James has : how much has James]

19. 16 is j\ of three times some number : fin 1 | of

the number.

20. $4:5 is I of A's money, and B has g as much as A :

how much has each 1

21. A h rse cost $100, which is | of 10 times what

the saddle cost : fin 1 the cost of the saddle.

22 Ueluce |, f, |, j'g to sixteenths.

23 Reduce ^, ^, -f\, ^^ to twentieths.

24 Reduce |, |, |, j'^, ^^ to twenty-fourths.

25- How, then, may fractions be changed to equal

ones having a common denominatoi-?

26- Reduce |, \, ^,
J^, to a comnion denominator.

27. Reduce f, I ,«2, I, f
" "

- «
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28. Keduce |, j'''^, f , ^f^ to a ccinmon deiio m in at or

29. Reduce i,
I, I, I

30. Reduce f, I 1^, 5 -

31. Reduce V^, j%, /„, - -

32. Reduce 1^, 2J, 3f, | -

33. Reduce the followiiifj ijiiNci i.r.uib: i-.s to improper

fractions : 5/^, 7^'^, 121, lOf, 20§, 8^, 7/3.

34. Change the following to mixed numbers : -
§, #,

L7 2 5. _4_8 3 7 8 .1 1 d 4 8 7 5 9 5 I 3
4 ' g '_ 5"' "5"'

1 1> "l-J » I 5> 50» "4"' '3o"*

35. Reduce to their lowest terms : ^^, Ig, %l^ J7o_^

32 16 78 il 31 _^J5 f.7 34
»J4' 24' BO' 44' 52' iBO' 51' T3g"

36. Harry gave his sister $40, -which was 4 of all he

had : how much had he 1

37. John being asked his age said : 3 fourths of. my
present age equals my age five years ago : how old is hel

38. Find thesum of J-f^-j-|-i-|4-|.

39. I gave $120| for a horse, and $19| for a saddle:

find the cost of both.

40. Mary says that J her present age is | of her a'^e

three years ago : find her present age.

41. James being asked how much money he had, said :

If I had 820 more, | of the sum would be j% of what I
now have : how much had he 1

42. What is the result of ||

—

£^ ]
^s—^7^ 1 is 7_

^

43. I owned ^| of a ship, and sold g\ of the ship :

what part had I left 1

44. John gavef of his money to Charles,
j«f of it to

Ida, and had 20 cents left : how many cents did John
and Ida each receive ]
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Fractions.—Section III.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION.

EXAMPLKS. 21.

1. John had f of a dollar, and his father gave him
|

more : how much had he then 1

2. One man had i of an acre of land, a second had

|. and a third had l : how much had tliey all ?

3. Bought a l>arrel of flour for $7g, and a cord of

w< I'd for $4| : how inu- li did he lay out?

4. Find the result of /^ + /,_/5+-8,_-3„.

5- B'ind the sum of | and f

.

Sol.-l=j%, i=,%, and -9, -{--85=15, or 1^-^.

6. Find the sum of § and g : of | and |.

7. Find tlio suDi of 5 and | : of * and |.

y 8- I had r of an acre of land, and nought ^ of an

acre : how much had I then ?

9 Find the sum of 8f-|-2|-j-.3|.

10. Add JL,
§, f, 4. Add

2.J
and ^.

11. Fird^+f+ 2i-|--'^]4-7^.

12. Add {'^, 5. f., ami },.

13. Find the sum of 2^+3^+81+12^.
' 14. ^ of a number increased by § of the number is

equal to 70 : find the number. d^1i

15- Willie being asked how much money he liad. said :

if the amount were increased by '^ of itself, I should

have $84 : how much had hel

16. 5 of A's money increa.so<l by J of his money,

equals $81 : how much had he?

17. A man gave $80 for a watch, and $40+5 of the
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cost of the watch is 4 times what his chain cost : find

its cost.

18- I had I of a dollar, and paid | of a dollar for a

pound of coffee, how much had I left 1

19. A man owned | of a ship, and sold y'g of the

ship : what part had he left 1

20- Find the difTeienoe between ^ and ^, ^ ai\d ^,

r,
^nd /g.

21. What is the result of 5|+8|— 3^ 1

22- Subtract i from \, J from ^, J from |, j

from
I.

23- Subtract | from |, | from i, ^ from |, ^

from §.

24. Subtract ^ from j, = fi-Q^ ^^ 2^ from 3|-.

25. Subtract 3i from 4J, 2^ from 3,4, 3i from 5^.

26. What is the result of |-|-^-.._^ ] of i-f-|— J?

27- What is the result of 1^+^—] ^ of ^— ,3^-f-^ 1

28- What is the result of 2^+4i^ 4|-? of IJ+IJ
•2!-]

29. What is the result of 3f 4-2f—o^? of 2^—1 J

+ 3J1

30. What is the result of 4?---4i-f-Gi ? of 2^+2;

-to'

31. What is the result of 1H-2| 3f ? of Tj—oi ?

32- BVom the sum of tj\ and A
J-
take iJ—^3_

33 Find the value of '3^+4|- -2J-- U.

34- A can do a piece cf work in 5 days, and B in 4

days : what portion of the work can both together do in

one day ? in 2 days ? in 3 days ?

* 35. i of » post is in the ground, and there are 7 foot

of it above ground : find its entire length.

36. The difference between | of my money, and | of

it, is $1G§ : how much have 1

1
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37. Bought a coat for Sll-j'^g, and a vest for $5|, and

Imnded in payment 2 ten dollar bills : how much change

did I receive?

38. From 18^ subtract 7|.

^o7.--18J-7§=18i-7|=17+li-7
=17-7+i-i==:102=10i.

89. Find the results of 41—I, of 12—6/;^, of 36|

-24|.

40. I bought two articles, one costing $15|, the otlioi

^20i, and gave in payment a $50 bill : how much changt

did I receive?

41- j% of the cnndidates at an examination failed ir

aritlimetic, | in other branches, and 20 passed: how

many candidates were there 1

42. How do you add two or moi'e simple fractions 'i

two <n" more mixed numbers ?

43. How do you find the difference between twt

biiiiple fractions ? between two mixed numbers ?

Fractions—Addition, &c.

Examples.—22.

1. A can lo a work in 4 days and B the same worl<

in 5 days : what part of the work can both together do in

one day 1

2. John can do a piece of work in If days and James

in 2^- days : what part of the work can both do in a day 1

3. A grocer sold ^ dozen of oranges to one man, J of a

dozen to another, and | of a dozen to a third, aad had 3^

dozen left : how many dozen had he at fii-st ?
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4- Sold 4 of an acre of land to one man, § to another,

iind -^^ to a third : how nuuh did I receive at 60 cents

an acre 1

5. A can do ^ of a piece of work in a day, B \ and C

^ : how much can all three do in a day ]

6. If a boy who h.id $4|-, earned $2| more, and had

•$lyV> given him, how many dollars had he then ?

7- If a pei'son buy a razor for f of a dollar and a strap

for I of a dollar, for how much must he sell them both in

order to make half a dollar?

• 8. It 6 is § of some number, what is J of 3 times the

some number 1

^ 9^ 8 is § of some number : what is | of the same

nu'nber? "f

10. Henry's horse cost 90 dollars, which is -j^^j of 5

tinies the cost of the cart : required the cost of the cart.

11. A watch cost -f90, which is | of 10 times what the

chain cost : required the cost of both.

12- What number added to | will make | ?

13 A gave -18 cents, and | of this is 4 times as many
as he had remaining : how much had he at first]

14- Jane having 50 pins, lost 4 of them and then

found as many as remained : how many had she then 1

15. What ftaction is that which exceeds fg by f^ 1

16- What number is that from which if 44 be tuken,

the remainder will be 3j| ?

17- A beggar met four persons ; from the first he ob-

tained ^ of a dollar, from the second
J, from the third

^, and from the fourth j-^ : how much did he get from

ain

18- Thomas spends 6J cents for sweets, 1 2| cents for

a top, and 5i cents for a slate : what did they all cost 1
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19. James spent | of a dollar for a book, | of a dollar

for half of a ream of paper, and had f of a dollar left

:

how jBUch had he at first?

20- A man paid 2| dollars for a hat, 3J for a vest,

and d^ for a coat : what did the whole cost i

21. A man travels 21 miles the first hour, 3J miles

the second, and 4^ the third : how far did he travel in

the three hours ]

22- The^um of two numbers is 16|, and the less is

4 j2(j : what is the greater *?

23- What number must be added to the sum of 3^,

2j3g, to make lO/g ?

24- What number is that which added to the sum oi

J, j'j, and Jg will make S|? •

25. A grocer, having a bushel of potatoes, sold \ of it

to one customer, ^ to another, and j\ to a third • what

part remained unsold 1

26. What number added to uhe sum of 2^ and 3| will

make the result a whole number?

27. A stage, after making | and | of its trip, had 7

miles yet to go : how long was itj trip 1

28- From two remnants of calio, containing respec-

tively 4| and 8| yards, were cut 12j^ yards for a dress

:

how much did what was left lack of a yard t

29- Bought some paper for $12j'jf^, bold it for $1^^^ :

by how much did the cost exceed the profit ?

30- A can do a piece of work in 12 days, and B in 8

days : what part can each do in one day ] How much

can both together do in 3 days. After they have worked

2 days, how much will then remain to be done 1

31- E can do a certain job in 9 hours, and F in 6

hours. After they have worked together at it one hour

and a half, what pai-t of the job remains to be done 1
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32- A can do a piece of work in 6 days, B in 8, an 1

J in 12 : how much more work does A do in a day than

B, and B than C ?

33. f of a certain number increased by | of the same

number, equals 34 : required the number 1

34. A certain sum of money diminished by its ^ and

^, equals $15 : required the sum.

35- What number is that which diminished by its |,

equals 36 1

36. Find the difibrence between 9+ 12| and 8|4-4i.

37- If f of James's age increased by | and ^ of his age

equals 57 years, what is his age'/

38. i of B's money increased by the difference between

I and I of his money equals 19(J dollars: required his

money.

39- S*0 is 4 tir»es what A paid for a chain, and the

cost of the chain, increased by its 1 1 tenths, is \ of the

cost of his watch : required the cost of the watch.

Section IV.—Multiplication.

Examples. - 23.

1. What is J of i
';

Sol-i=l, and ^ of |=|.-.i of i=J. (or i^i^.
What is I of f

?

>S'o^.—1=--^5 1 fifth of this is ^% and 2 fifths ia

3U--^ Ot f—25 (Ol .^y^^).

2 Find the result of ^ of ^, ^ of |, ^ of ^, | cf i, f
of 8 1 nf '_

3. Find the result of ^ of 2|, ^ .f A|, -^ of y^, § n 4|

4- I owned ^ of a ship and sold |- of my share : what

part of the ship did I sell '<
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5 5 Qf ^ 4 of ^5Q jg _2_ Qf ti^e cost of a watch : find its

cost 1
'

,3^

6. Find the result of f of f of 24, of | of 2|. ^7

7- 7*4 of tli6 candidates at an examination failed in

En;4lish gramnmr, | of the remainder failed in geo-

i;ra|>liy, and 10 |)assed : how many candidates were thei'e 1

8. An orchaid has 60 fruit trees, f^ of these are apple

trees, and ^ of the remainder are pear trees, and the rest

are cherry trees : find the miniber of eacli kind.

9. John's age is | of Henry's, and the difference of

their a^es is 4 years : find the age of each.

10. Find the results off of j^g of g, of ^ of 'y*, of s of

3f- .

11. I paid $500 for a building lot, and -^\ of its price

is I of the cost of the house built on it : find the cost of

tlie house.

12
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6- times 4 and | of 4 are how many 1

6. What will 53 barrels of flour cost, if a barrel cost

04?

7. 7 times 6 and | of 6 are how many 1

8. If a barrel of flour cost 8^^, what will 7| barrels

cost ?

9. At 6i cents, what cost 9 pounds r.f rice? 12
pounds? 15? 18?

10. If a peck of corn est /^ of a dollar, how much
will 2 bushels cost?

11. Find the cost of 20 btishels of wheat, at $2i a

busliel ? At $2J ?

12. How many are 4 tiir.es 2^ ? 6 times 31

1

13 How many are 8 times n| ? 9 times 5? ?

14. If a horse can trot 9| miles in 1 hour, how fiir at

that rate can he trot in 8 hours?

15. How much can be earned in a year at $11| a
m nth? At $10| a month?

16 If 8 men can do a piece of work in 3} days, how
long will it take 1 man to do tlie work ?

. 17- If g of a bushel of oats is worth $^, Avhat is a

bushel worth 1

Anali/sis.—If ^ .fa bushel of oats is worth $^, «
>,t 1

bushel is worth 6 times $^, which is $f or $^.

18. When ^ of a barrel of Hour is worth .$1^, what U
a barrel worth ?

19. If a man can reap ^\ of an acre in J of a -lay,

how much can he leap in a day ?

20- If 3 of a melon is worth as much as 6§ api)les, how
))iany apples are worth as much as 1 melon ?

21. .5i is I of what number? Jg of what numbei-?
-rVi of what number 1
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22. 5 times 2j\ is | of what number 1

23- 2 times 3| is J of what number 1

24- If 20 pipes of a certain size can fill a cistern in

j\ of an hour, in how long will a single pipe J as large as

each of them, fill the same cistern ]

25. Two and 3-fifths, is one-fifth of what number 1

26. One and 3-sevenths, is one-eighth of what number!

27. If the current of a river be y^^j of a mile an hour,

how far would it carry a boat in 8 hours 1 t a

28. How many are 5 times 3f X^ ? --r,o

29. How many are 8 times 12| — f 1 /

30. How many are 9 times 10| — 1

1

?C

31. 7 times 20 and | of twenty are how many? yz^
32. Multiply 4J times 10 by \ of 15 ? ^ ?i>

33. Multiply 2 times 9^ by 2^ times 4 ? /4 A'

34. Emma is 3J years old, Laura is 5 times as old as

Emma. In how many years will Laura be 21 1 Z i,

35. What two ways are there of multiplying a fraction

by a whole number?

Division.

Examples.- -25.

1. Divide 4 by 2.

Sol.— If we divide 4 units of any kind by 2, we

get 2 units of the same kind, therefore 4-

sevenths divided by 2 give 2-sevenths, that

isf.

2nd Sol.—To divide anything by 2 is to take ^ of

it, and I of 4=T\=f •

2. Divide f by 3, /j by 4, jg by 5, ^f by 6, ff by 7,

U by 9.
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3. Find the quotients in the following cases : |-f-3, |
-5, 1--6, 21-4, 3f -f-7, 8J--34.

4- Since ^-i-2= f, or j\, what are the two ways of

dividing a fraction by an integer 1

5. If 100 lbs. of flour cost $4, how much can be bou^^ht

for $4 ? how much for 7 dimes ? for 60 cents ?

6. I gave $3f for silk at $4 a yard : how much did I

l)uy ?

7- Divide 4 by |.

Sol.—In 4 there are 20 fifths, and 20 units of any
kind divided by 3 of the same kind=^3''rrr:6 5.

8- How many times is | contained in 3.1 ? in 4J? in

o|?infi|. _2 >

9. Find the quotients in 3-f-^, 4-^^, 5-i-i, 4i-j-».

10. If a yard of cotton costs § of .i shilling,, how much
can be bought for 6 shillings ? for 8 ? for 10 ?

11. If a man can earn | of a dollar in | of a day, ia
how many days can he earn $10?

12- Find the quotients in '2l~-r\, 1£-^JL 1 J _^_ 9

13. How much will 10 boxes of herring cost, if ^
boxes cost $5^ ?

14. 3 men can do a work in 6| days : how long will

it take 12 men to do it ?

15. If ^ barrels of apples cost .f 14, how many barrels

can be bought for $20 ?

16. If John can walk 2|^ miles in | of an hour, bow
far can he w«lk in 3 hours ? in 5;^ hour.s?

17. A man paid $30 for a piece of linen, at $1 per
yard : how many yards were there ?

18. How often is f gallon contained in 7 gallons ? f
week in 8 weeks ] f penny in 9<Z ?

f of a mile in 4

miles 1 I of an inch in 1^ feet?
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19- If f bushel of potatoes will last a family 6 days

how long will 3 bushels last them t

20. Divide f by |.

1st Sol.—The divisor is fifths ; and the dividend

reluced to fifth8=|Xo=y fifths and \^ units

of any kind, divided by 2 units of the same kind

=1 of y__i^5^ which may be got by multi-

plying I by |.

2nd SoJ.—f=2o ^"^ 1^=2*5 ' '^"*' ^^ units of any

kind divided by 8 units of the same kind— 'g^

:4 (or ^S) divided by 3 (or ^%)=-J^^ (or f XA).

21- How many times is | contained in | i | in
ff

1

nn|? fin V? linn? V^i»4f' ' ^

22. How many bags of oats can be bought for ^ dol-

lars, at I of a dollar a bag 1

Analysis.—As many bags can he bought for ^ dol-

lars, as I of a dollar is contained times in
|

dollars; | is contained in |, 'g^ times^^^l^ :

theiofore 1| bags of oats can be 1 ought for
|

dollars.

23 If ii nian can mow | of an acre in an hour, how
long will it take him to mow | of an acre ?

24. At I of a dollar each, how many knives can be

l)0ught for 1| dollars]

25. If a horse can run | of a mile in 1 minute, how

many minutes would he require to run | of a mile ?

26- If John saves S of a dollar, and James | of a dol-

lar in a week, how long, at that rate, would it take them

to save 1| dollars ?

27. How many yards of cloth at Sl^ a yard can be

bought for $'2^ ?

28. If a hoi-se eat | of a peck of oats in a day, how

long will 3^ pecks last him 1
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29- A yacht was hired for 10^ dollars a day ; if each

person paid | of a dollar, how many persons were there

in the company ? If each were charged | of a dolla»-,

how many then in the company 1

30- In order to raise 6| dollars, how many contiibu

tors must there be at /,j of a dollar? at | of a dollar

each ?

31- If a miller takes for toll, n"- of a bushel of every

bushel of wheat that he grinds, how many bushels must

he erind, that he may receive 9*g bushels 1

32- If tifje cars run ? of a mile a niiniito, how long

will it take them to run 25 miles'?

33- If a man walks i of a mile in \ of an hour, how

long will it take him to walk 12 miles 1

34- A lioy having 12 quaits of ben ics, sold ^ of Ihem

for.$;J : what was that a quart"?

35- Amongst how many boys can you divide | of 1|

oranges, if you gi\ e ^ of |- of an orange to each ?

36. If a turkey cost ^1|, how many can be bought

for $9 ?

37- How many times will 4| gallons of oil fill a lamp

that holds I of I of 1 gallon t

38- If a stage run 24| miles in 3h hours, how far does

it run in one liour^

39. Bought I of 4J cords of wood for ^ of 54 dollars,

what did it cost a cord ]

40. Divide I of 1 of 14 by | of 3^.

41. A farmer divided 213^ acres of land among his

three sons ; to the first he gave | of it, and the remainder

he divided equally between the other two : how many acres

did each receive ?

42. A farmer bought
I
of a farm which was | of what

"e
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liis neighbor bought : what part of a farm did his neigh-

bor buy ?

43- Divide $42 in dollars, half dollars, and quarter

dollars, and of each an equal number 1

44- How many gallons, quarts and pints, and of eaH;

an equal number, are there in 44 gallons f

45- A man m^ some beggars, giving to the womf n

20 cents each, the bojs 10 cents each, the girls 5 cents

each. He gave to all $3.50 : how many beggars were

there ?

Examples.—26.

1. What part of 3 is 1 ? of 3 is 2

1

Sol—I is J of 3.-.2 is I of 3.

2. What part of 7 ic U jof 6 is 2 I of 9 is 7 '

3- What part of 8 units of any kind is 9 units ')^ tho

SHUK' kind ? o*" 1 1 is 5 ? of 1 2 is 4 ?

4. VVhat part of | is 1

1

3ol.—l=j% and |=,»^, because 1 twelfth i.s \ cf

8 twelfths,*. 9 tw.jahs is the | o*' 8 twol ths

5. What part of | is ^ 1 of i is
J 'i of -| is | ? What

part of f is § 1 of 3 is j% ] of I is ? ?

6. What part of 5 h ^ ? oi' 3i is 3 t of 4g is 6 ?

7. What part of ,''„ is 6 ? of ^ is 4 ? of 4 is 3i| 't

8. What part of a foot is 4 inches 1 3| inches ] and

Of inches'?

9. What part of a mile is 140 rodn? is IGO rods t

10. What part of an hour is 15 minutes 1 is 40 min.

'

11. What part of 10 miles is '^ of"8 miles 1 is 2». 6d. of

£2.os. ]

12. A man having $12, gave $2J for a hat and $3i

for a pair of boots : what part of bis money did he use?
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13. If the interest on $100 is $4, what part of the

pi incif»al is the interest 1

14. If a man Uiys a horso for $60, and sells him for

^75, what part of his outlay is he gaining?

15. If a vessel sail 60 miles in 5 hours, what part of

2^0 miles will she sail in 9 hours i

16. One man walks 4^ miles while another walks 3|

:

what part of the distance that the first walks does the

.second walkl

17. What part of 3| acres is J of 4^ acres 1 of U
gnllons is 1 qt. 1 pt. 1

18- A merchant gained on a hogshead of sugar | of

46^ dollars, which was ^ of two times what it cost him :

what did it cost him ? what part of the cost was the

gain 1

19. John earns 9 cents as often as James earns 12
;

when John has earned 63 cents, how much has Jame.s

earned ]

20- Two men start from different points and tiavel

towards each other, the first travels 6 miles while the

other travels 3 miles, and when they meet the first has

travelled 20 miles more tlian the other : how far apart

were they when they started 1

21- If 4 men can do a piece of work in 8 days, how

many men can do a piece of work 6 times as great in

half of the time 1

22. If 5 horses eat 1^ tons of hay in 1 month, how

many tons will six horses eat in 2| months 1

28. How many days will it take 5 men to earn $11|,

if 3 men earn $| in ^ of a day ]

24. Reduce 1 year and 4 months to the fraction of a

year.
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25. Reduce 1 year and 3 montlis to tlie fraction of a

year.

26. Reduce 2 years and 5 months to the fraction of a

year. 3 years and 10 months to tiie fiaction of a year.

27. 5 years 9 months to the fraction of a year. 4

years and 8 months to the fraction of a year

28. Reduce 5 year.s 7 months to the fiacriou of a

year,

29. Reduce 9 years 11 m..n(lis to the fraction of a

year.

30- Reduce 2 years 4 months 15 days to the frac

tion of a j-eav of 360 da\ s.

31. Reduce 4 years 6 months *; days to the fraction

of a 3'ear ?

32. Reduce .5 years 9 months and 18 lays to the

fraction of a year.

33. What part of a barrel of jiotatoes at $6| for 2

ba)iels, cjin he bouglit for %'-i} 1

34. A carter drew 13| tons of freight, tiiking 1| ton

at a load : how many loads did he diaw?

35. If $100 gain 8fi in one year, what part of the

principal is the interest '? If the- time is a year and 4

months, what part of the principal would hv. the in-

terest 1 •

36. If $100 stock be bought for .f98 in money, what
fiaction of youi- outlay are you gaining, if the dividends

aie 8 per cent 1

37- When mackerel are at .S9f a barrel, how much
CHI be bought for %2\ ?

38. If § of 9 were 5, what would ^ of 18 be ?

39. If tho principal is S44 and the interest §4, what

fraction of the principal represents the interest
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40- If a merchant buys clover seed at $6 a buslu'l

and sells it at $8, what fraction is his gain of his outlay,

and what would be his gain on $100 outlay 1

41- If 3 be made 4, what should 100 be made to be

in the same ratio 1

42- If ^ merchant buys tea at 60cts. a pound and sells

it at 80cts. a jtound, what fraction of his outlay is his

gain, and what is his gain on $100 outlay '(

43. If a broker buys $100 stock for $75 cash, the

stock yielding 5 per cent., what fraction of his outlay is

his gain, and what is his gain on $2000 outlay ?

44- What fraction is f of ^ ? of | is -^\ 1 of f is j\ I

45- If § of a certain numl er is | of !' of | of 8, what

is the number '?

Section V.- Analysis

Examples— 27.

1. If 4 bbls. of apples cost $14|, what will -^^ of a bbl.

cost ?

Sol—4 bbls. cost $-'5^, 1 costs ^ of -V=-'='^-
.'. j%

costs f^ of -U=$!^.

2 What will three bushels of peas cost, if 1 1 bushels

cost .*5|1

3 When 2 1 bushels of wheat cost $G^. what will |

bushel.s cost 1

4. If 5J yds. of silk cost ^7§, what will 2f yds. cost '

5 If g of an orange cost § of a cent, what will [2

oranges cost ]

6 If 2 yds. of satin cost $-ir-, what will 5^ yds. cos! ?

7- If a man can cut 8 cords of wood in ^ of a week,

how auch can he cut in 2^ wet ks I
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8 If a man can walk 7 miles in 2 lioui*s, how far can

he walk in 3 days, by walking 10 hours a day ?

9. If 3J barrels of apples cost $5i, what will ^ barrel

cosr !

10- A carpent.er '^r.'rked 11 1 days, and after paying

itis board hwI other expenses with | of his earnings, had

^20 lefc ; lio;r t'iuch did he receive a day.

11. If 3 Diep. incur an exjiense of $27?, how much

iijore than ?7-J must each pay.

12. 1' 3 pair of socks co^t -^y^g, how many pairs can

be bo.ight for $2{'^'i

13- If 8 men can build a '.vail in Hf days, in how many

days coi.id 5 men do it ?

14. If 9 nien can perfoiin it, piece of work in 9J days,

how lung will 7 men takfe to do iti

15. -V is three score years and ten ; if 5 of B's age i»

i <A 0"s »nd ^ of Cs is y^ of A's, how old is B 1

16. If to. I of the riMmber of sl.eep in a flock yorii add

70, you will double their number. h')w many sheep are

tliere in the flock ]

17. James is 18 years old, an I I uf his age is 3 of

half liis brother's age : how ol<l is his brother ]

18- If from a certain number increased by 7 you sub-

tract 3, and multiply the renmindur by J of 20, the pro-

duct is 80 : what is the number 1

19. If a pole 6 feet long casts a shadow of 6f feet,

what will be the length of tl;e shadow a pole of 9 feet

will casti

20. If 6 gol*! P^""* ^^^ ^H» what will 7 gold pens

cost 1

21. What is the length of a pole, the shadow of which

is 10 feet long at the same time a pole 5^ feet long cast?

a shadow of 11 feet 1
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22 If » >nan earns ^10|in 4 days, how many dollars

VI ill lie eara in 14 days ?

23. If I of 9 be 6, what, will a fifth of twenty be I

24. If I of 10 be 3, what will f of 20 be 2

25- If 8 yards of ribbon coat ?1|, how m.my yards

call be bought for $3J ]

2B- If 2 apples are worth 1 oxange, 2 pears are Aortli

3 apjih'^, how many poars are wortb 6 oranges }

27. Jf^}l>e9, wh«twill 7 be?

28 l^-ow many yards of cloth | of a yard wi.Je are

ciju.d to 12 yards | of a yard wide 1

29. it' ^40 exceed by $10 ^ of f of what I gained

by the sale of a house and Irt, how much did I gain ]

30- If i of a yard of cloth cost $|, what will | of a

yard cost

]

*

31 A man being asked his age, said that were he 3

times as old. -j^'^ of his age wduld be 8 years : how old

WHS he ]

32. If I of A's age is § of B'b, and f of B's age is § of

Cs, how old are A and B, if C is 81 years old ]

Examples —2b.

1. 7 is g of what number '(

Sol.—§ of some numbej- is 7, 1 third is %, and 3

thirds, or the whole is 3 times j, ot *o'-=10i.

2- 6 is I of what number I

3. 25 is § of what number '{

4- 14 is I of what number '!

5. 9 is I of what number I

0. I of 20 is I of what number 1

7. 13 is ^ of what number 1

8- 15| is
I of what number ?

<S.
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9. I is I of what number 1
,

10. f is y2 of what number 1

11. f of I is I of what number?

12: J anies gave 9 cents for a slate which was J of his

money : how much had he ]

13. A man bought a hoise for $90 which was ^ of his

money : how much had lie?

14- A. gentleman was manied at 30 years of age

which was ^ of -g**- of his wife's age : how old was the

wife 1

15. Two men agreed to build a wall, one man built 15

rods, which was ^ of what the (ither built : how manv
did the second build, and wliat was the length of the wall j

16. A man sold 3^ cords of wood at |3i a cord, wjiich

was I of what he received for a ton of ha}' : how much

did he receive for the hay 1

17. Paid $1 for a neck tie, which was | of what my

vest cost : what was the cost of the vest '?

18. A son's age is 20 years, and it is f^ of the father's

age : what is the age of the father ]

19. 15 is I of how many times 7 1

Sol.—g of some number is 15, 1 -eighth is 3, and

8-eighths is 8 times 3 or 24, 24 is 3| times 7.

20. 49 is I of how many times 8 ]

21- 36 is 4 of how many times 6 ?

22. 35 is I of how many times 5 1

23- 28 is I of how many times 5 1

24. 5 is ij of how many times 3 ]

26. 75 is 9 of how many times § ]

26. 1^ is -,^ of how many times 2J t

27. § of 21 is f of what number 1

Sol.—^ of 21 is 15, 15 is ? of 25 :. i of 21 is |

n( 25.



28. ^ of 27 is 4 of what number t

29. I of 64 is I of what number 1

30- nf is I of how many times lil

31. I of 36 is I of how many times 5 1

32. 4 of 56 is f of how many times 7 1

33. I of 48 is I of how many times 9 1

34- /o o^ ^^ ^^ I °^ ^"^ many times G 1

35- I of 56 is I of 3 times what number 1

^oZ.—I of 56 is 24, 24 is f of 27, which is 3 times

9 : therefore 9 is the required number.

36. I of 54 is I of 9 times what number]

37- I of 81 is j\ of 4 times what number?

38. I of 36 is I of 10 times what number?

39. I of 108 is j\ of 8 times what number?

40- 4 °^ I ^^ I ^^^ times what number ?

Examples.—29.

1. A horse cost $80, and 4 of the cost of the horse is

^ of four times the cost of the carriage : what was the

cost of the carriage ?

2. A watch cost $60 ; and | of the cost of the watch

is I of 6 times the cost of the chain : the price of the

chain is required,

3. A cow cost $40, and | of this is f of 8 times the cost

of a sheep : what is the cost of a slieep ?

4. A house is worth $12,000, and j of its value is | of

100 times the value of the lot : what is the value of the

lot?

6. What number added to 4 times | of 21 will make

62?

6. The insurance of a house amounted to $80, and ^
1

houael
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7. A horse cost $180, and | of the cost of the h^rse is

2 of 6 times the cost of a cow : what was the cost of a

cow 1

8. The distance from Montreal to Prescott is 112

miles, 4 of this distance is ^'5 of 16 times the distance to

Kinf^ston : what is the distance from Montreal to King-

ston, and from Kingston to Prescott 1

9. Kingston is 48 miles east of Belleville, and J of 11

times this distance is | of ? times the distance between

Montreal and Cobourg : what is the distance from Mon.

treal to Cobourg 1

10. Port Hope is 33 miles from Whitby, which is ^

che distance between Napanee and Cobourg, and j'^j oi

this distance is f of :^ of the distance from Montreal to

Ottawa, and of 60 miles more : what is the distance from

Montreal to Ottawa 1

11. A yard of a certain kind of cloth, 4 quarters wide,

is worth $4 : what will a yard and a-half of the .same

kind of cloth, 5 quarters wide, be worth 1

12. 'i of 1^ of 60, is ^ of how many times ^ of | of 24 S

13. A man had | of his money stolen from him ; the

thief was not caught until he had spent | of it, the re-

mainder, 50 dollars, was given back : how much money

had he at first 1

14. A farmer dividing his farm between his two son.«

wave the elder 10 aci-es more than | of the whole, and the

younger the remainder, which wtis 22 acres more than
J

of the whole : how many acres in the farm 1

15. Bouglit a piano for $240, and | of the cost was

J of what I received of 8 young ladies for the use of it

one year : how much did each young 1 ady pay 1

10. A shoemaker's tools are worth $80 ; | of tins ia
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1 of ^ of 2 times the value of the stock : what is the

value of the stock t

17. A farmer, after selling $200 worth of his stock,

finds that f of tljo remainder is equal to | of three times

the amount sold : what was the value of his stock at

first?

18. Two I'oys comparing their money —one .said he

had 60 cents, the other said, ^^^ of your money is just

-f\ of 6 times my money : how many cents had the latter ?

19. A boy being asked his nge, said that 18 years was

2 years less than f times | of his age : how old was he'?

20. A nian pays $600, and | of this is just f of ^ o*

twice his annual income : what is his annual income]

21- A gentleman is 64 yeai-s old, which is 2§ times

the age of his eldest son, and the eldest son is 2| times

as old as his youngest brother : wh:it is the dift'erence in

the ages of the two brothers ?

22- A and B engaged in jJay ; A had § as much

money as B, B gaining .$16, which was | of 1^ times as

mucli as he commenced with : how much did he com-

mence with, and how much had he left ?

23- A farmer gave § of 1 1 times his ready money for

a buggy, I of what was left for a harness, :md had re"

maining $12 : what did he pay for the buggy ?

24- A does a piece of work in 4 days, and B in 5

days : in what time could both together do the work ?

Ans.—A in 1 day does |-, and B i.'.both do ^^ in

1 day, tt'q in I day.', the whole in --g"-=2| days.

25- One tap fills a cistern in 3 ^burs, another in f)

hours : in what time would both running together fill it ?

26. A does 5 of a work in 4 days, when B comes to

help him, and they finish it in ^ days: how long would

each by himself take to do the work ?
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27- If A can do a piece of work in 6 days, and B

^ as much again as A in a day, how long would B take

to complete the work after A had worked \^ days "?

28- ^ can do a piece of work in 6 hours, and B in 8

hours : how long would B take to finish the work after

A had worked 3 hours ?

29- A does I of a piece of work in 16 days, he then

calls in B, and they do the work in 4 days more : how

lonjj would B take to do the work 1

30- A does a piece of workin 3 hours, which is twice

the time B and C together take to do it, and A and C
could do the work in 1^ hours : how long woflld B alone

take to do it?

31. A, B and C can dig a ditch in 20 days, A and B
in 40 days, and A and C in 30 days : how long would

each take to do it 1

32- One shoemaker makes a pair of boots in § of a

day, another in § of a day : how many jiair can both

make in a d^y 1

33- A, B and C can do a piece of work in (i days, B

and C can do it in 8 days : in what time can A" lo it

alone t

34- A and B can do a piece of work in 30 days, B

in 70 days : how much more of the work does A do

than B t

35- If ^ "len can do a work in 10 days, how many

men could do 4 times as much ii\ one-fifth of the ti^ne ?

36- If a barrel of flour supi)ly 4 persons 5 weeks, how

much will supply 3 persons 2^ weeks 1

37- If 3 furnaces consume 12^ tons of coal in 25 days,

how long will 8| tons last 5 furnaces 1

38- A and B can do a piece of work in 1^ days, A and
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C in 1| days, and B and C in 2| days ; in what time

could B alone do it 1

39- -A. can do a piece of work in 3 days, B in 4, and

C in 6. A leaves off | a day before the work is finished,

and B § of a day, C finishes the work ; how many days

did A, B and C work 1

40- -A- crew can row down a stream a certain distance

in 30 minutes and back again in 32, what fraction of th«

distance is the rate of the stream an hcmr] Jf the rate

of the stream be half a mile an hour, what will the dis-

tance be 1

41- A crew rowed down stream 7 miles Iii 30 luluutes

and up stream the same disti'.ace in 35 minutes : find the

rate of the stream per hour.

42- A crew can row down a stream In 20 minutes and

back again in 30 : find the distance, the rate of the

stream being 1| miles an hour.

CHAPTER III.

REDUCTION AND COMPOUND RULES

Section i.—Currency.

Examples.—30.

1. How many farthings in 1 half penny ? in 2 pence ?

in 3 pence] in 6 pence 1 in 5i^ pence? in 7| pence 1

2. How many pence in 5 cents'? in 10? in 201

in 251

3. How many 5 cent pieces make a dollar ] how

many 10 1 how many 20 1

4- How many cents in 3 pence 1 in 6d ? in 9 pence 1

in 12 pence? in 30 pence? in 60? in 15 i>ence?
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6. How many farthings in 8 pence 1 in 12d 1 in 60d]

in 7^(11 inOfdl

6. How many shillings in $1 1 in $2 ? in $4 ? in

$10 ? in one-fifth of a dollar 1 in 3-fifths 1 in 4-fifths ?

7- How many sixpences in 1 shilling? in 2 shillings]

in 3 shillings! in 4s. 6d? in 78. 9d ? in 83. lid?

8. How many 5 cent pieces are equal in value to 60

pence 1 12 pence? 10 shillings? 78. 6d ?

9. How many dollars in 1 pound ? in £2 ? in £5 ?

in £1 12s? in £2 IBs?

English Money.

EiAMPLBS.—31.

1. How many farthings in 1 penny ? in 2 pence 1

in 6 pence? in 20 pence? in 12 i>ence? in 5|d 1 in

6^d? in 7fd? in lO^M?

2. How many pence in 4 farthings? in 12 farthings I

in 36 farthings? in 48 farthings? iu 63? in 50 ? in

47?

3. How many pence iu 1 shilling? iu 4 skillings I

in 7 shillings? in 10 shillings? in 20 shillings] iu

4s. 6d? in 7s. 9d? in 8s. lid?

4. How many shillings in 12 pence? in 48 pence i

in 36 i^ence? in 60 pence? in 240? in 50d? in 60d I

5. How many shillings in 1 pound? in £41 in £7 i

in^lOl in £1 10s? inX16s? in £3 15s? iu £2

19s?

6. How many pounds in 20 shillings? in 40.s? in

80s? iul203? iu30s? iu 49s? iu678f iu 75s?

7. How many /-pence in 4s. Gd ? in 5h. 6d ? iu Ifs.

3d{ in 12s. 6d ? in I'l 13^. 6d?
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8. How many shillings in £2 6s 1 in £3 9s 1 in £6

lOst

9. At 3^dapound, how many shillings will 2i pounds

>f rice cost 1

10. At 5 shillings and 6 pence a yaid, how many

)ounds will 16 yards of carpeting cost 1

11. How many crowns in £\ 1 in £51 in £lO 5s 1

n£ll lOs?

12. In reducing £3 10 shillings to shillings, which is

the multiplier, the 3 or the 20 ? Give reasons for your

mswer.

UNITED STATES MONEY.

Examples.—32.

1. How many mills are there in 8 cenis i in 12 ctsi

in 15 cts. 1

2- How many cents are there in 60 mills ? in 8U

mills? in 40 mills] in 45 mills ? in 57 mills'

3- How many cents in one dime ? in 3 dimes 'i in 7

lilies'? in 14 dimes'?

4- How many dimes in lU cents? in 20 cents? in

43 cents ? in 90 cents ? in 85 cents ?

5. How many dimes in $1 ? in $3 ? in ^7 ? in $8 J

in 2-fifths of a dollar ? in 3-fifths ? in 4- fifths ?

6. How many dollars in 1 eagle ? in 2 eagles ? in '

eagles ? in 11 eagles ?

7. How many eagles in 10 dollai-s? in 20 dollars'? in

70 dollars? in 120 dollars?

8. How many dollars in 100 cents? in 200 cents 1 in

700 cents? in 125 cents? in 235 ? in 510 ?

9. Bought 20 yards of cloth at one-half dollar a yard :

liow manv dollars di'l T n.u' ?
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10- How many yards • f cloth at 6 dimes a yard CAn

you buy for ^ eagles 1 ^ 3 "j
^

^^b

11. How many cents in one-half dollar 1 in one-

fifth of a dollar ] in 3-fifth,s ? in 7-tenths 1 in 9-tenths 1

Section II.

MEASURES OF WEIGHT—TROY WEIGHT.

Examples.— 33.

1. How many grains in one penny-weight ? in 2

j>enny-weights ] in 4 penny-weights 1 in 3 dwt. 9 gr. 1

in 2 dwt. 8gr. 1 '^Z, ^'l.

2. How many j>enuy-weights in 24 grains ] in 48

grains? in 96 grains? in 60 grains? in 75 grains? '; 1

8- How many penny-weights in 1 ounce ? in 2 ounces?

in 5 ounces? in 2 oz. 10 dwt. ? in 3 oz. 15 dwt. ? in 7

oz. 13 dwt. ?

4- How many ounces in 20 penny-weights? in 40

penny-weights? in 100 penny-weights?

6. How many ounces in 1 poimd ? in 2 lb. ? in 5 lb. ^

in 9 lb. ? in 12 lb. ? in 3 lb. 8 oz. ? in 4 lb. 9 oz ?

Q. How many pounds in 12 ounces? in 36 ounces?

in 60 ounces? in 144 ounces? in 65 oz. ? in 90 oz. ?

7. How many penny-weights in 2 oz. 10 dwt ?

8. In 5 lb. 7 -z., how many ounces ?

9- Find the value of 4 oz. of gold, if 3 dwt. are worth 18

shillings ?

10- In 1 pound how many grains ?

11. How many spoons, weighing 35 dwt. each, can be

made out of 1 lb. 2 oz. of silver ? '^"^ K

12. A jeweller bought 7 dwt. of pure gold, 9 dwt. of
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gold coin, and 16 dwt. of silver : how many ounces did he

buy altogether 'i / 4~

13- It" 1 "^ dwt. of silver are worth 70 cents, find the

value of 3 pounds of silver. .^3 ^. U O

Reduction.—Apothecaries' Weight.

Examples.—34.

1. How many sciuples in 6 oz? in 1 lb.1 Z*?^ -»
^^''

2- In 95 gr. how many drams 1 in 4 lb. 5 oz,, liow

many drams? •^yp.-f ^/-'>

3- How many grains in 3 dr. 5 sc.1 X H>

4- How many grains in 1 oz. ] in 2 ounces ] in 5

ounces? ;^ > , 'iO^J-^O 0~

6. How many xlranis will it take for 20 powders, each

containing 20 grains 1 ;/
".

6. How many powders of 1 ^ sc. each can be put up

from an ounce of soda ?
''

'

7. If a druggist charges 50 cents for ten powders con-

taining 15 gr. each, at what rate is that per ounce 1 ' t>0

8- A druggist charges 8 cents for 4 drams of opium :

what rate is that per pound ? /
'

9. How many scruplos, drams and ounces, and of each

an equal number, are there in 7 pounds 1

10- Two-thirds of 18 scruples of a certain drug cost

36 cents : what will 4-sevenths of 1 4 ix)unds cost 1

Examples.—35.

1. How many drams in 4 oz.1 in 8 oz.1 in 10 oz.1

in 5 oz, 10 dr.l in 7 oz. 12 dr.?

2- How many ounces in 2 pounds ? in 5 pounds ? in

7
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32 diaras] in 3 lb. 5 oz.? in 4 lb. 9 oz.1 in 2 lb. 11

0Z.1

3. How many i)Ounds in 2 quarters? in 3 quarters?

In 4 quarters'? in 48 ounces? in 96 ounces? in 2 qr.

12 ]h.1 in 3qr. 15 lb.?

4- How many hundred-weight in 4 quarters? in 8

quarters? in 16 quarters? in 20 quarters?

5. How many hundred-weight in 2 tons ? in 3 tons I

In 2,000 lb. ? in 4,000 lb. ? in 2 tons 3 cwt.

6. How many lbs. in 1 cwt. 2 qr. 13 lb.?

7. How much will 2 cwt. 1 qr. of beef cost at 10 cents

a pound?

8. How many four-ounce weights can be made out of"

2^ pounds -f brass?

9. How many 7 !'•. packages of sugar can a grocer put

up froTn 2 cwt? from 2 qr. 13 lb. ? ^

10. Bought 1 cwt. of meat for $17.50 ; sold it jit 23

cents a |>ound : what was the whole selling price? What
was the profit ?

11. I gave 3 cwt. 2 qr. cf hay worth $20 a ton, for

butter worth 25 cents a pound : how much butter did I

get?

Section III—Measures of Length, Surface,
and Volume

Examples.—36.

LONG MEASURE.
i. How many inches in i foot? in 2 ft. ? in 5 fl. ?

in 2 ft. 6 in. ? in 5 ft. II in. ? in 8 ft. 4 in ?

2. If 4 inches make a hand, what is the height in feet

of a horse 15 hands high ?
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3- How many feet in a yard ? How many in a fathom ?

in 2 yds. 2 ft. 1 in 12 yds. 1 ft.1

4. How many times will a stick 5 yards long be con-

tained in a mile 1

5. How many yards in 4 furlongs 1 in 7 fur. 1 in

5280 feet? in 272 feet?

6- How many chains in a Tiiile ? in 160 rods? in 6

furlongs? in 136 in., how many yards?

7. How many inches in 3 yds. 2 ft. 10 inches?

8. What will it cost to dig a ditch a (quarter of a mile

long, at 50 cents a rod ?

9- The roads in Ontario are 1 chain wide, what is the

width in I'ods ?

10- If it takes 5 minutes to travel a furlong, how long

will it take to travel a mile ?

11. A man travels 50 rods in 5 minutes, how long will

it take him to travel one mile 1

12. How many stejis, each 2 feet long, will a boy take

in walking 110 yards?

Cloth Measure.

Examples.—37.

1. How many nails i.u 2 quarters? in 5 qi-s. ? in 18

inches ? in 24 inches ?

2. How many quartei b in 4 yards ? in 3 yards ? in

1 2 yards ? in 5 yds. 2 qrs. ? in 6 yds. 3 qrs. 1

3. What cost 10 yards of velvet, at $10 an ell, luig-

iish ?

4. V7hat Avill 18 yards of cloth cost, at $12 a French

ell?

5. How many dresses each containing 12 Flemish
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ells can be made from a piece of cloth containing 18

French ells 1

6. How many nails in three ^ds. 3 qrs. 3 nails 1 in 75

nails, how many yds. (fee. ?

7. How many dresses each containing 10 yds. can be

made from a pisce of cloth containing 40 ells, English?

8. A coat require.1 3 yds. of cloth : how many coats

can be cut from 40 Flemish eils 1

9. In 7 yds. 2 qrs., hov. many E. E. ? how many

E. Fr. ? how many E. Fl. 'i

10. If 5 yards of cloth cost 7 dollars, i^ow jiiany yards

can be bought for 66 dollars?

Square Measure

Examples. - 38.

1. A black-board is 4 feet \7ide and 1 2 feet long ; how

many square feet of furface has the board ?

2. A slate has a surface of 80 sq. in., it is 8 in. wide :

find its length.

3. How many sq in. in one-sixth of a sq. ft. ? in

3-sixths1 in 5- sixths?

4- How many square inches in a board 4 inches long

and one inch wide 1 in 4 inches long and 2 in. wide 1 in

4 inches long and 3 inches widel

6. A board is 3 yds. long and one yard wide : how

many square yards in it 1

6. How many square feet in 3 square yards 1 in 8

square yards 1 •

7. A yard of carpet is 3 ft. long and 3 ft. wide ; how

many square feet in it 1
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8. How many square feet in a yard of cloth 2 feet

wide 1 in 5 ft, wide 1

9- How many square feet in a room 12 ft. by 15 ft. 1

how many sq. rods in 1 ac. 20 rd. of land?

10- How many yards of carpet 2 ft. wide will be re-

quired to cover the floor of vhc above roomi

Cubic Measure.

Examples.—39.

1. How maijy cubic feet in ono niutli of a cubic yaril ]

in 4-ninths ? in 7-ninths t

2. How maiiy cubic feet in 3 cubic yards ? 9 cubic

feet ?

3 A brick is 2 by 4 by 8 inches • find its solidity 1

4. How many cubic feet m i cubic yard 'i in 3 cubic

yards 1 in 4 cubic yards '?

5. How many cubic yards ir 27 cubic feet? in 81

cubic feet? in 100 cubic feet'f

6. How many cubic feet in 2 tons of timbei ; in 5

tons?

7. How many cords in 32 cord feet'l in 24 cord feet'/

in 80 cord feet ?

8- How many cords in r, pile ",f wood 24 feet long, 4

feet wide, and 4 feet high '(

9. How many loads of earth, each 1 cubic yard, must

be removed in digging a cellar 21 feet long, 18 feet wide,

and 6 feet deep 1

10- How many cubic feet are in a stick of timber 16

inches wide, 9 inches thick, and 21 feet long }
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Liquid Measure.

Examples.— 40.

1. How many gills in 4 pints'? in 8 pints? in 12

pints 1 in 11 pints, 2 gills ? in 13 pints 3 gills 1

2. How many pints in 16 gills 1 in 32 gills? in 36

gills ] in 47 gills 1

3- How many quarts in 3 gallons 1 in 8 gallons 1 in

l"; gallons? in 10 gallons S quarts? in 13 gallons 2

quarts f

4- How many gallons in a pipe ?' ii\ 1 hogshead ? in

i tun ? in 4 barrels ? in 6 barrels ?

5, If a tumbler hold half a pint, how many times will

1 gr.Ilon of water fill it ?

6 T3ought 5 gallons of oil for $10, what is the price

per quart ?

7. Bought a pint of milk for 4 cents, at what rat^ is

that per gallon ?

8- 3 pints of molasses having been, sold ont of 2 gal-

lons, what is the remainder worth at 80 cents a gallon ?

9. A. merchant bought a hogshead of inolaHscs f)r $40

and sold it at the i-ate of 30 cents for o i)iuts, how much
did he gain by the bargain?

10. How many pint bottles will be required to hold 4

gal. 2 qts. of tomato catsup?

Drv Measure-

Examples,— 41.

1. How mam piiits in 2 quarts? in 5 quarts? in 7

quarts ? In 8 qts. 1 pt. ? in 9 qts. 1 pt. ?

2. How many quarts in 1 peck ? in 2 pecks ? in 5

pecks ? in 4 pks. 3 qts. ? in 5 pks. 2 qts. ?
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8. How many pints in 1 peck ? in 3 pecks? in 7

pocks 1 in 2 pks. 1 gal. 2 qts. 1

4. How many pints in 3 bushels, 3 pks. 3 qts. 1

5. If- a chaldron of coal costs $12. what is the price per

bushel t

6- How many baskets, holding 2J pecks each; will 5

bushels of apples fill ?

7. If a horse is fed 6 quarts of oats « da.j. how long

will it take him to consume 6 bushels 1

8- If 8
J
lints of strawberries cost 33 ccT>i<*, what will 1

bushel cost at the same rate 1

9- A sold to B 1 bushel and I [eck of currants, at 2

cents a pint, and received in payment 1 bushel of rasp-

berries at 4 cents a pint : who pays the difference^ ».r.(i

how much ?

10. A farmer sold 2 bushels 3 pecks of clover .scerl at

A6 a bushel, receiving in payment 5 bushels 2 pecks of

wheat at $1.50 : what is yet due him 1

11. A boy gathered 3 bushels 4 quarts cf chest' jur« :

how many times would they fill a pint measure 1

TIME TABLE
Examples. —42.

1. How many seconds in 2 minut^es ? in 4 minutes ?

2. How many minutes in 2 hours 1 in 4 hours 1

in 1 20 seconds 1

3- How many hours in 2 daysl in 4 days? in 360

minutes 1 in 3,600 seconds 1

4- How many days from 1st January to the 17th of

March 1 from 3rd February to 1st July]

5> How many months from August 9th to November
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9th ] from June 2nil to November 2nd t from April 6th

to October 6th 1

6. Which years are leaj^ years? Which of the months

have 31 ilaysl How many clays has 5th month-] the

11th month?

7. What are the natural divisions of time 1 how are

the year and day divided 1

8. If a man can do a piece f w >rk in 30 minutes, how

many hours would it take him to do 15 times as much ]

0. A can d" a piece of work in 20 minutes: how many

hours would it take him to \o 24 times as much 1

10- How many months and days from the 2nd ol

January to the 10th September?

11. If a man earns 125 cents in 6 hours, how mucii

Avill he earn in 12 days of 10 hours each ?

12. If a nian eams $12 a week, and pays for expenses

•"512 per month of four weeks, how much will he save in

40 weeks ?

13. A man walks one-fourth of a mile in 5 minutes.

how long will it take him to walk 10 miles?

14- If 12 men can do a work in 1 hour 45 minutes,

how long would it take 1 man ? 2 men ? 5 men ?

MISCELLANEOUS TABLE.

Examples.— 43.

1. How many units in a dozen ? in 4 dozen ?

2. What is the cost of 4 dozen of peaches at 2 cents a

piece 1

3. What cost 1 gross of writing books at 10 eta. each ?

4. How many score in 60 ? in 80 ? in 100 ?

5. What cost a ream of paper at 10,cents a quire? 1

gross of pens at 5 cents a dozen ?
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6. At $11 a hundred-weight, what costs 1 barrel f

beef] 3 barrels of beef?

7- Bought a barrel of pork at 12 cents a pound, an I

sold it at $1'^ a cwt.: how much was made by the sale?

8- Bought wheat at 3 cents a pound, and soli it at $2

a bushel : how much was made on a bushel ?

9- Paid 5 cents a pound for flour: how much was that

a barrel ]

10. Bought 170 lbs. of oats : what was the cost at 62

cents a bushel 1

11. Bought 300 lbs. of wheat at 2 cents a pound, and

sold it at $1.50 a bush<l : how much lid I gain]

Compound Rules.

Examples.—44.

1. Add 7 bushels 2 pks. and 8 bushels 3 pks 1

2- A grocer sold on Monday 5 gals, 2 qts.ofm lasses ;

on Tuesday, 2 gals. 2 qts., and on Wednesday 4 gals. 3

qts. : how much di^l he sell in the three lays 1

3. How many acres are there in two fields, one con-

t lining 9 acs. 70 rds., the other 8 acs. 9v rds. ?

4t. A fore quarter of lamb weighed 7 lbs. 9 oz., and a

hind quarter 8 los. 12 oz. : how much did both quarters

weigh ]

5- Find the sum of 3 yds. 2 ft. 9 in., and 4 yds. 2 ft.

6 inches.

Q. A farmer sowed 1 bushel 4 qt«. of clover-seed, and

1 bushel 2 pks. 3 qts. of timothy-seed : how much did he

sow of both kinds 1

7. A(\\ together 50 cubic yds. 13 cubic ft. an.' 10

cubic yds. 17 cubic ft. 'I
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8 A coal dealer delivei-ed 12 tons 10 cwt. of coal to

one man, and 8 tons 15 cwt. to another : find the whole

quantity sohl to these two men,

9. A man had 9 bushels 3 pks. of potatoes, he sold 5

bushels 2 pks.: wh:it quantity had he left?

lO- A grocer had 13 lbs. 8 oz. of castile soap, lie sold

8 lbs. 10 oz. : how much Lad he left?

11. From IG ft. 5 in. take 11 feet 7 inches?

12. From a cask containing 16 gals. 2 qts. of vinegar,

1 gals. 3 qts. were drawn : how much was left 1

13- I have 9 weeks vacation and 6 weeks 4 days have

alie;uly passed : how much of it is left t

14- A crock with the butter in it weighs 34 lbs. 8 oz.,

the crock alone weighs 7 lbs. 12 oz. : how much butter

does it hold ?

15- From a jnece of land containing 7 acres, 3 acres

70 sq. rods were soil : how much is left?

16- It takes one hour 45 minutes to go by mil from

Toronto to Hamilton, an.l 3 hours and 20 minutes to ^o

by b at : how much time do I save by rail ?

Examples.— 4.5.

1. How much tea will it take to fill 6 canisters, each

containing 1 lb. 8 oz.

2. If a horse eivts 2 pks. 6 qts. of oats in 2 days, how

much will last him 14 days?

3. Multiply 3 qts. 1 pk. by 10.

4- It takes 7 yds. 3 qrs. of cloth to make one suit of

clothes : how much will be required for 5 suits ?

5. If 3 cows eat 3 tons 18 cwt. of hay during the

winter, how much would keej) 6 cows ?

I
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6. If it requires 2 bushels 1 pk. 2 qts. of wheat to sow

an acre of land, how much will be required for 5 acres 1

7- Jennij is 9 years 7 months old, and her mother is

4 times as old : find her mother's age ?

8- If a family use 8 dozen 9 eggs in 2 weeks, how

many dozen would they use in 8 weeks ]

9. Find the weight of 6 culdc feet of granite, when 1

foot weights 1 cwt. 1 qr. 15 lbs. ]

10. Multiply 2 gals. 1 qt. 1 pt. by 7.

11. If 11 bushels 3 pk.s. of grain sow 5 acres, how

much is required for 1 aci-el

12. Divide 21 miles 40 rds. by 4.

13- If a cooper can make 4 barrels in 5 hours, how

1 ng will it take him to make 3 barrels ]

14. Four bags weigh together 8 cwts. 2 qrs. 10 lbs :

what is the average weight of each bag ]

15. Divide 35 years 6 m nths by 6.

16- If one barrel h Ids 2 bushels 3 pks. of apples,

how many barrels will be required to h Id 5 bushels

2 pecks 1

17. I divided 12*'. 6d. among a number of boys, giving

each 2s. 6d. how many boys were there ?

18- A stationer sold 21 gross 7 dozen of copy books

in r. days : find the average daily .sales.

19. A fai-nier cut 15 tons 5 cwt of hay from 5 acres

:

what was the average per acre 1

Examples.—46.

1. What is the sum of 15s. 9d. and 3s. 6d.

2. What is the sum of £1 3s. 9d. and £5 9s. 4d,1

3. A boy throws 3 pks. 6 qts. of potatoes into a barrel
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already containing 2 pks. 3 qts., how many bushels, &c.j

are then in the barrel 1

4. A grocer mixes three kinds of tea ; 5 lbs. 11 oz. of

the first kind, 6 lbs. 7 oz. of the second, and 3 lbs. 10 oz.

of the third : how many pounds in the mixture]

5. Fioni a bin containing I'i bush. 3 pks. 1 qt. of oat.s,

a person took 3 bush. 9 pks. 6 qts., how much was left 1

6- How much of my fence remains to be built, if there

is 15 rods 5 yds. to be built in all, anil 1 1 rods 2 yds. 1

ft. is completed ]

7. What are the contents of 8 pitchers, if each hold 1

qt. 1 pt. 1 giin

8. If 1 man can do a piece of work in 4 hours 45 min.,

how long will it take 6 such men to do it?

9. How many quart boxes will 2 }jks. 6 qt.s. of berries

fill]

f.
10. How much tnust I pay for a ;

iece of rtnd 10 rols

by 12, at the rate of |160 an acre ?

11. A school walk containing :i4U sq. ft. is 12 ft.

wide, what is the length 1

12- How long must a box be that is 4 ft. wide and 3

ft. deep to contain 1 8 cubic feet ?

13- What will 3 gross and 6 buttons cost at 10 cents

a dozen]

14. At 40 cents a square foot, what will be the cost

of a piece of land 30 ft. by 50 ft.?

15- A boy observes that the fore wheel ot his little

wagon makes 55 revolutions more than the hind wheel

in going 20 rods : what is the circumference of the fore

wheel, that of the hind one being 3 feet ?

16. The difterence between the product of two num-

bers and 9 is 171. One of the numbera is 12, what is

the other 1

1
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17. A room 15 ft. long by 12 It. wide costs $30 to

carpet it : what would it cost to carpet a rocm witli the

same carpet if it were one yard less in length, and 2 feet

less in width 1

18. How many days of 6 hours each will it take 15

men to do a piece of work, if 5 men can do it in 9 days

of 10 hours each 1

» 19. How far will a locomotive, moving at the rate of

6 miles in 15 minutes, go in an hour and a half 1

20. At 3 cents an inch, how nmf;Ii will 2 yards, 2

feet, 2 inches of silver wire cost ?

> 21- How many bricks 9 inches by 4 will bo required

for the bottom of an oven 8 ft. by fi ft. ?

22- The divisor and fjuotient are the same, the re-

• mainder is 7 inches, wbioli i.s tw Ipss than the divisor :

what is the dividend ?

23. A room 12 feet widn costs !*30 to carpet it, but

if it had been 3 feet less in length it would only have

cost $24. Find the length of the room.

24- A owes B $25.20, and gives him on account

S17.75. If he pays the l)alance witli a ten-dollar bill,

how much change should he receive ?

25- Divide 20 bush. 7 |)ks. 3 qts. of potatoes into 10

equal heaps : how much have we in each heap 1

26. At $2 a square rod, a man paid $960 for a build-

ing*lot : how much land did the lot contain 1

27- From a pile of Avood oontuining 7 cords, a man
sold 4 loads, each 12 feet long, 4 IVet wide, and 4 feet

high : find how much remained.

28- When peas are worth $1.60 a bushel, what will 6

quarts cost 1

29- Find the cost of 12 lbs. 16 oz. of ham, at 16 centa

a pound.
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30- It costs $20 to carpet a bedrocm with carpet cost

ing $1 a square yaril ; the room is 12 feet wide: how
long is it 1

31. Find the cost • f fencing, at $3 a r^d, a field which

is 60 rods long and 40 rods wide.

32- How much clover seed will be required to sow a

field of 8 acres, one acre requiring 1 peck, 5 qts 1

33- A. stationer paid $3 a ream for paper, and sold it

at 27 cents a quire : find his gain on .5 reams.

34- A market woman took 6 dozen of eggs to mar-

ket, broke 9 of them, and sold the remainder at 28 cents

a dozen : how much did she receive 1

85- What is the value of a load of oats weighing

1037 lbs. at 40 cents a bushel 1

36- Find the thickness of a block of stone containing

360 cubic feet, its length being 30 feet, and its width 4

feet.

37- A floor is 21 feet long and 6 yai'ds wide : what

will be the cost of painting it, at 30 cents a square yard ]

38. What will be the cost of 17 cwt. 3 qi-s. 10 lbs. of

iron, at $60 per ton 1

39. How many bushels of wheat ai-e there in a load

of 32 bags, each bag containing 92 pf^unds ]

4:0- How many pint and quart bottles, of each an equal

number, can be filled from 19 gals. 3 qts. 1 pt. of cur rant

wine 1
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CHAPTER IV.

Questions for Examinations.

(1)

1. John had 26 marbles, he won 32, and then sold

40 : how many had he left?

2. A drover bought 25 sheep at $5 a head, and 5 cows

at S36 a head : find tlie cost of the whole.

3. A farmer sold 35 barrels of apples at $4 a barrel,'

and bought with the proceeds pork at $5 per cwt.: how
much pork did he get ?

4. If I bought 80 turkeys at the rate of 10 for $6, and

sold them at the rate of 16 for $14, how much did I

gain ?

5- A boy biught a book for half a crown, a slate for

6ci.: how much h::inge did he get out of half a guinea ?

6. How many lbs. of sugar at 4d. a pound, can be

liought for a crown and a shilling, piece ]

7. The L. C. M. of two numbers is 24 and their G. C.

M. 4 ; one of the numbers is 8 : find the other ?

8. I own I of -j% of a ship worth $30,000, and I sell §
of my share : what is the value of my remaining interest

in the ship ]

9- If the foui'-pound loaf is worth 10 cents when wheat

is $1 a bushel, what should be charged for it when
wheat is worth $1,10 per bushel?

10- Susie being asked her age, said : If the difi"erence

between f^ o^ ^ly age and | of it is multiplied by 12, the

1
roduct will be 20 : find her age ?

11. Multiply 16 by 12, add 8, divide by 400, multiply
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by 128, take the square root, and multiply by 50 : what

is the result?

12- A can do a piece of work in 4 days, and B in 4^

days ; in what time will both working together do | of

the work?

13. f of 56 is ^ of how many times 161

(2.)

1, I bought a horse foi- .^175, kept him 7 weeks at a

cost of $35, and sold him for $275 : how much profit hiid

I?

2- The dividend is 285, the quotient 17, and the le-

mainder 13 : find the divisor.

3. Bought 10 reams of pnper at 20 cents a quire, and

sold it for $4.50 : what was my gain on each quire 1

4. I divided £1 7s. M. among a number of children,

giving Is. 3d. to each : how niany were there?

5. Divide $75 between A and B, giving B $15 more

than A. ^ d, -M
6'

6. jj of the candidates at an entrance examination

failed in English grammar, ^^^ of the remainder failed in

ai'ithmetic, and 15 passed • how many candidates were

there 1

7- The distance from Yarmouth to Boston is 240 miles,

and twice the distance from Yarmouth to 8t. John is 30

miles less than | of the distance from Yarmouth to

Boston : find the distance from Yarmouth to St. John.

t 8. A man working 9^ hours a day can do a piece of

' work in 8 days : how many <lays will it take him if he

^ works only 6| hours a day 1

9. A and B can do a work together in 2| days, A can

do 3 times as much in a given time as B: find the time

each would take to do it.
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10- A boy spent | of his money, and then found that^

$10 was y^j of what he had remaining : how much had)

he at first 1

11. It costs .972 to carpet a I'oom 24 feet long and 18

feet wide : what woukl it cost if the room were a yar<l

wider 1

12. If to my age you add | of it and lo j'ears, the >

snra will be 39 years : find my age.

(3.)

1. A farmer sold a horse for $132, and a cow for '^68 :.

how much had he left after paying $85 for a waggon ']

2- $450 is divided between Harry and James ; as often

as the former gets #8 the latter gets $7 : how much does

each receive ?

3. When $400 is pair! for '2yt acrps itf laTid, what will

1 acre and 1 rood cost ?

4. A market womaji sold 4 lbs. 4 oz. of butter, at 32

,

cents a pound, and took her pay in cotton at 8^ cents a 1

yard : how many yarrls did she have 1

6. Find the least r.vit:)ber from which 17, 34, and 51

can be subtracted an exact number of times.

6. A man after paying an income tax of 2| cents in

the dollar, had $1,560 left : tiud his income for a year]

7. A can do j't of a {)iece of work in 9 hours, and B

in 15 houi"8 ; after A has worked 3 hours B comes to

woi'k : in what time will the work be finished ?

8- A boy being asked how much money he had, re-

plied : if you add 1 to 5 times what T have, 13 times the

square root of the sum will be 117: how much had h-' 1

9. How many yards of carj)et 27 inches wide will it

take to carpet a, Hoor 18ft. 9in. long and 12ft. wide ?
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10. A man failing in business was able to pay only |

of his debts ; a certain creditor received .$940 : what was

the amount of his creditor's full claim ]

11. In a High School | of the scholara study Latin,

I of the remainder study German, and the rest trigonome-

try, and there are 5 more in trigonometry than in German :

find the number of scholai-s in the school 1

^ 12- A father and his son earned $75 in one montli
;

the father earned 1^ times what the son earned : find

' what each earned per month.

i

(4.)

1. A man bought a house-lot 10 rods square for $400,

and sold it for $41 a square rod : how much did he gain

or lose ?

2. A boy bought a number of oranges for $2.75, and

sold them for 7 cents each : how many did he buy ?

3. The area of a room is 20| square yards ; its length

being 15ft. Gin. : find its breadth.

4- A man invests \ of his fortune in land, \ in bank

stock, \ in business, and has $3,375 left : find the amount

of his fortune.

5. What number must be added to 355 to get a sum

exactly divisible by 17?

6. I of my present age is | of my age 10 ye^irs ago :

find my present age.

7. Bought 12 yards of tweed at $2.75 a yard, 16 yds.

of silk at $2.12 a yard, and 50 yards of cotton at 14^

cents a yard : find the amount of the bill.

8- Of all the numbers (besides unity) which may be

subtracted an exact number of times from 255, which be

taken the greatest and which the le(Mt number of times ?
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9. Square 15, subtract 25, divide by 50, multiply by

225, take the square root, add 34, take the square root,

and multiply by 250 : what is the result 1

10. I of 7 is
I
of how many times 3?

11. A garrison in a state of siei'e is [)ut on short

allowance : each man receives 12 oz. of bread, which is 4

of a full ration, and 10 oz. of meat, which is | of a full

ration : find the daily rations.

12. A horse cost $1,200 and | of its value is i of 2^

times the value of the farm on which it stands: find the

value of the farm.

(5.)

1. A man bought a pig for <£1 15s., a sheep for ISs.

more than he gave for the pig, and a cow for twice as much

iis he paid for the sheep and pig : how much change did

he receive out of a £20 note ] , .

,

/ 2- If a man take 3 steps in going 10 feet, how manv

would he take in going a mile? " '• •-'"

3. Find the L. C. M. of 3, 17, 51, 102]

4- Charlie and Willie had each the same number of

cents; Charlie spent 10 cents, and then they together had

70 cents : how many had each at first 1

5- If A can do a work in 3 days, B in 4 days and C in

5 days, in what time could all working together do the

work 1

6. A has a certain amount of money, and B has 1 \ /

times as much, both have .$180 : how much has each ] -^

-i 7. A man owns | of a ship and sells § of his share for '

$1,275 : find the value of the ship.

8. The length of a room is 18 feet 6 inches, an 1 its

breadth is 12 feet : how many yards of carpet 27 inches

wide will cover the floor 1
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9. ^ of 40 is f^ of ^ow many times 10| ?

'^ 10. -A. boy being asked how many cents he had, said

4 times the number is 18 less than 7 times the number

how many had he^

11. If 3 pints contain 114 cubic inches, how much

will be contained by a rectangular boiler 2 feet 6 inches

long, 1 foot 7 inches widf^, and 18 inches deep 1

T 12- Iff of a yard of eloth cost 80 cnnts, what will
J^'

of a yard cost l ^ a
'

13. 7 men can build a wall in 8 days of 10 hours each :

in how many days of 12 hours each coiild they do it 1

1. F'ind the result of 75 -f-85 - 27+12.

2- A man undertook to split 400 rails at the rate of 1

rail in 3 minutes, agreeing to pay 5 cents for every rail

he was short of the 400, he worked 10 hours and gave up :

how much had he to pay 1

3. A buy being asked his age replied ; if you add 5 t<^

my age, take the s<|UH)e root, multiply by 5, add 0, and

take the square root, the result will be 5 : how old was

he? 'I •

4- A man bought some apples for 88 cents, at the rate

of 5 for 11 cents, anrl divided them among his 5 children :

how iiiaiiy did each rcveive 1

5 A and B can together ilo a piece of work in
2!J

days.

B can do 2i tin.es as much as A in a given time : find

the time required by each alone to do the work 1

f 6. If 6 persons spend $3fi in 3 days, how much will 10

t
I - ••>jx-rsons spend in 5 days]

7. A farmer sold 12 sheep which was f of J of his

flock : how many were in the Hock after the sale 1
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K 8- $500 is to be divided between A and B so that us

olten as A gets a dollar, B gets | of a dollar : what will

each receive 1 ' ^ '

9. A quantity of sugar was sold for 12 cents per

pound, the gain being I of the cost price, the total gain

was $3 60 : find the quantity of sugar.

10- If one-third of a shilling were 6f/., what would 'i

of £1 be<

11. ^ of 64 is ^ of how many times | of 32 'I

12. A flag-staff 80 feet high was broken into two parts

by the wind, it was found that ^§ of tlie longer part was

f? ^^ ^h ^i^6S the sliorter part : find the length of each

pait.

13- g of 72 is 4 of how many times ,-^r, of 60 !

(7.)

1. A man bought two building lots, one for $24:Q and

the other for $328, and sold the two for $1100: how
much did he gain 1

a 2- If a machine can cut 100 rails in a minute, ho\.-

many can it cut in 10 days of 10 hours each '?

3. A teacher having a .school of 100 boys and 120

l^irls, divided the scholais into the largest possible num-
Vjer of classes so that each class of girls should number
the same as each class of boys : find the number of

classes.

4. Bought a gold chain 18 carats fine, weighing 2oz.

Hdwt. 10 grains, at $24 an ounce : find the cost.

5. I of 27 is f of how many times j'^ of 90 1

*6- At what hour between 3 o'clock and 4 o'clock will

the hour and the minute hands of a clock be together ]

* See " Examination Papers in Arithmetic," page 25.
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7. A horse cost $80, and | of his cost is | of four times

the cost of the carriage : find the cost of the cariiage

8- If the ten-cent loaf weighs 4 lbs. when floui is $6

per barrel, wliat should it weigli when flour is $7.80 per

barrel

]

9- A drover bought a number of sheep at $3i a head,

and lacked $7 of the amount required to pay for them ;

had he bought them at $3^ a head he could have paid for

them and had $3 left . how many sheep did he buy 1

10- A woman gave $1.20 to some chihlren ; each boy

received 9 cents, and each girl 7 cents ; there were 3

times as many girls as boys : how many were there of

each class 1

11. I sold a farm for $4800 by which 1 incurred a lo.s.s

of ^ of what it cost me : how much did I lose ?

12- If 8 men in 6 days of 10 hours each can do a cer-

tain piece of work, how many men will be required to do

the work in 8 days of 7^ hours each ?

(8.)

1. A boy can pick 3500 stones off a summer fallow in

a day : at 20 cents a thousand, how much will he earn

in a week 1

2. A farmer exchanged 10 bushels of wheat at $1.20

a bushel for 20 bushels of oats and $3 cash : what were

the oats a bushel 1

3. A goldsmith manufactured 2 oz. 5 dwt. of gold into

rings each weighing 9 dwts., and sold the rings at £1 4s.

each : What did he receive for them 1

4. A and B can together do a work in 6 days, and B
can do j\ of the work in a day and a half : how long

wi/uld it take each working alone 1
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5- It' I of an incli on a county map correspond to 5

miles, what distance will represent 3| miles ?

6. I of 32 is i of how many sixths of 18 ?

7. In a di'ove of 120 animals there are 50 cows and

the rest are horses : how many horses must be sold that

there may be left 4 horses for every 5 cows ?

8- How far may a person ride in a stage which makes

6 miles an hoiir, so that he may drive back at the rate

of 8 miles an hour, and be gone only 9 hours 1

Q. I sold a house for $2800, by which I gained | of

what it cost me : find the cost.

10- Harry is 10 years old and Mary 15 years; in

how many years will Mary be 3 times as old as Harry ]

11. After losses in two engagements a cavalry troop

whs found to consist of 950 men ; in the first engage-

ment they lost 1 in 12, in the secondA of the remainder :

find the number of men in the troop at first.

12- In a municipality the assessment is 18 mills on

the dollar : for how much is a man assessed whose taxes

are $63 ?

(9.)

1. What number must be subtracted from 3050 to get

a 1 emainder exactly divisible by 55 1

2. Hannibal won the battle of Cannae, B.C. 216, being

then 32 years of age ; he was defeated at Zama, B.C.

202 3 he died at the age of 65 : how many yeais before

his death was the battle of Zama fought ?

3. Emma bought a book and slate and a pencil for 3s.

8'1. ; the book and slate cost 3s. 4d. ; and the slate and

pencil cost Is. 4d. : fin 1 the cost of each.

4. A man agreed to work for 30 days on the conditions

that for every day he worked he should receive $1.50, but
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should pay 50 cents a day for his board every day he

should be idle ; at the end of the time he received $40 •

How many days did he work ?

^ 6- The dry goods in a certiin store cost $1,200, an 1 g

of their cost is j\ of three times the cost of the groceries :

find the c^st of the groceries.

6. By selling cigai-s at 70 cents a lozen ^'y of their cost

•was gained : find the p:ice at which each cigar should

have been sold to gain | of their cost.

7. A farmer sold 7j of his farm at the rate of $40 an

acre, and received $2,800 for it : what was the remaindci-

of the farm worth at the same rate 1

8. A boy said : if from the square of ray age you sub-

tract 48, j^y of 5 times the square root of the remaindfi-

will be 15 : find his age.

9- Divide $192 among Harry, John and James, so

v,hat John may have twice as much as Harry, and James

1^ times as much as John.

10- How much cloth at 5s. 3d. per yard can be bought

for 21 guineas ?

11 If T receive $12 for the use of $150 for 1 year,

how much should I receive for the use of $375 for 1^

months ?

(10.)

1. Bought 26 barrels of mackerel at $8.25 a barrel,

paying $100 cash, and giving my note on three months

for balance : find the face of the note.

2. Find the greatest number that will exactly divide

both 38 and 59, leaving 6 and 11, respectively, as re-

mainders.

3. Two towns A and B are 45 miles apai-t ; a persjn

sets out from A to B at the rate of 3 miles an hour, and
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two hours later, another sets out from B to walk to A at

the rate of 3^ miles an hour : how far from A will they

meet]

4. Simplify
\
(72+82)-2 [ X \ 93+45x3 J-.

6. Find the cost of 7,200 yards of cloth at 9s. 6.1. per

yard.

6. What is the length of the longest stick that will ex-

actly measure 3 yards, 2 yards, and 9 inches 1

7- How many yar Is of carpet 27 inches wide will be

required for a room measuring 18 feet by 25 feet 6

inches 1

8. Find the L. C. M. of 126, 225, 630, and 900.

9. If from a certain number 5 less than its half be

taken, and from the result 4 more than ^ (of this result)

be taken, the remainder will be 22 : Find the number.

10- A cistern has 3 pipes ; the first alone can fill it in

12 minutes, the seconl in 16 minutes, and the third can

empty it in 8 minutes : if the cistern is empty, and all

three pipes be opened, in what time will it be filled ?

11. Reduce 2 • lbs. 2 ozs. to the fraction of 1 quarter,

and 9|d. to the fraction of 7s. 6d.

12. Reduce to lowest terms f^^, and X7§8*

(11.)

1. The River St. John is 450 miles long, and th^

Miramichi 225 miles ; the sum of these lengths will give

the length of the St. Lawrence, lacking 87 miles : find

the length of the St. Lawrence.

2. A boy liought a lot of lead pencils for 80 cents, an I

sold some of them for 36 cents at 3 cents a piece, losing

thereby one cent on each : for how much each must he sell

the remainder t j gain 4 cents on the lot 1
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3. A stationer sold a dozen articles for a certain price

;

his gain on 5 articles was his selling price for 3, and he

sold 4 for 40 cents : fin 1 the whole cost,

i- 4. Two men bought a quantity of flour for $40, the

first paying $3 for every f2 paid by the second ; the flour

%as $6 a barrel : how much will each have 1 / HU- , '? i-

5. jjj f the poi»ulation of Dartmouth is | that of

Yarmouth, and the population of Yarmouth is 2,400

greater t'.an that of Dartmouth : find the population of

each.

-/L 6- Divide $144 among A, B, 0, giving A $2 as often

as B gets $3, and C $4.

-^ 7- Eggs aro sold at the rate of 35 for 54 cents, and

the giin at this rate is one fifth of the cost : find at what

rate ; er dozen they were purchase 1. A y
8. If an army marches 130 miles in 6| days of 9 hours

each, how far can it march in 4| lays of 10 h *urs each 1

Q. If a horse eats § of a bushel . f oats per day, how

lon.r will 5 1 bushels last him 1

10- In a certain business a partner whose share is j\

of the capital, receives $900 of the profits : what share is

owned by a partner who receives $800 of tlic profits 1

11. Lead weighs 11 1 times anl platinum 21 times an

equal bulk of water : find the weight of a piece of platinum

yqual to a piece of lead weighing 190 lbs.

(12.)

1. The population of Newcastle, N.B., is 2,125, and of

Moncton, 2,275 ; find the population of St. John, which

would make nine Newcastles and as many Monctons.

^ 2- Find at $4 a cord, the value of a pile of wood 76

feet long, and 6 feet high.
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3- The expense of carpeting a room was $G0 ; if the

breadth had been 2 feet greater, the expense would have

been $70: fin 1 the breadth of the room.

4- Charles having been asked his agfc replied : 5 times

my age is greatei", by 24 years, than three times my age :

find his age.

5. The population of Woodstock (N. B.), is 2,500 and

i, of this is I of 2| times the population of Fredericton :

find the population of this city

6- The population of Toronto is 6| times that of

Charlottetown, anl | of the population of CJiurlottetown

is greater by 1,000 than ^ of that of Toronto : find the

population of each of these cities.

7. If A and B can do a work in 3 days, B and C in

4 days, and C and A in 6 days, in wliat time could each

by himself do it

8- A grocer mixed a quantity of sugar worth 8 cents

fi
pound with an equal quantity worth 10 cents a pound,

and sold the whole at 11 cents a pound, gaining on the

whole $10 : find the quantity of each kind.

9. If a room is 12 feet wide and 15 feet long, what

must be its height that the area of the walls may amount

to 72 square yards ?

10- Find in dollars and cents the cost of a piece of

English cotton containing 72 yards, at 5|J. a yard—the

shilling sterling being woi-th 24J cents

11. B can work twice as fast as A, they both can in

5 days do a work for which $20 is to be paid ; they

work together 3 days and then B leaves, and A finishes

the work : how should the raonev be divided 1
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(13.)

1. What portion of 3 cwt. 141b,<j. is ^ of 1 cwt. 2 qrs.

7R.S ]

2« The longitude of Halifax is 65° 4', and that of

Montreal 73° 37' : find the difference in time between

these two cities, 15° making a difference of one hour.

3- What number increased by 3, multiplied by 4, 3

subtracted, and the remainder divided by 11, gives

quotient three 1

4. If John had as many more marbles as James, and

half as many more, and 8 besides, he would have 63 :

how many has James ?

5. A boy agreed to carry 100 glasses on the conditions

that for every glass he carried without breaking, he

should receive 10 cents, and pay 30 cents for every one he

broke ; he received $6 : how many did he break 1

Q. A boy found a sum of money, and on giving it to

the owner he received as a reward \ of the sum ; had he

received ^ of | of the sum his reward would have been

25 cents more than it was : how much did he receive t

7. A merchant sold some cloth at 87§ cents a yard,

gaining $6 ; had he sold it at $1 a yard he would have

gained $9 : how many yards did he sell 1

X 8. What sum of money increased by ^ of itself, and

then by | of f of this sum, gives $45 1

9. The distance from Halifax to Shubenacadie is 40

miles. A starts to walk from the former place to the

latter, and B from the latter to the former ; when they

meet, j\ of the distance walked by A is found to be equal

to ^ of that travelled by B : how far had each walked 1

10- Sold two horses at $200 each, on one of them

gaining \ of what ho c st, on the other losing \ of what

he cost : find the net gain or loss.
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11. 6 apples and 4 oranges cost 18 cents ; 3 apples

and 6 oranges cost 21 cents : find the cost of one of each.

(14.

1. The longitude of St. John is 66° and of Toronto

79° 25' : find the difference between St. John time and

Toronto time.

2. A farmer wishes to build a board fence 270 ft. long

;

he has boards 13|, 18 and 22| feet long resp. : what is

the least number of post holes he can dig so as to leave

no waste in the lumber 1

3- If the population of St. Andrews is multiplietl by

20, and the square rcot of the product is divided by 4, 7

times the quotient will be -^^ of the population of St.

Stephen, which is 2500 : find the population of St. An.

drews.

4- If water expand ^^^ of its bulk by ft-eezing and a

cubic foot of water weigh 62^ lbs, find the weight of a

cubical block of ice having a surface of 54 square feet.

5- Find the value of 27 articles at £2 3s. 4d. each.

6- What is the smallest amount of money with which

I could purchase either sheep at ^2^ each, hogs at $4J
each, or calves at $6|.

•i 7- Find the value of 440 tt>s. of wheat at SI. 50 per

bushel. y^y/
8. A man has 5 days* statute labour to perform.

Working hours from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., 1 hour for noon.

A team and plow are reckoned equal to two men and a

team and scraper equal to 3 men. He commences work

with his team on ^londay moi'ning, ploughs the first half

day and scrapes the rest of the time. What day and

at what hour will he be done 1
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A 9. Divide $120 into 3 parts which shall be to one an-

other as 3, 4, 5,

10. A train running at the rate of 40 miles an hour

takes 45" to cross a bridge J of a mile long : find the

length of the train 1

11. 4 times a number is 15 less than 6| times the

number : find it.

12. A can do a piece of work in a day, B in a day and

a half, C can do twice as much work in the same time as

B : how long would it take C to do a jtiece of work that

took the other two 5 days I

(15.)

1. Tlie population of Dalhousie is 1000, of Bathurst

the same, of Newcastle, 2000, and of Chatham 2500 : find

the population of Montreal, which is 24 ^^^ times the u.nt-

ed population of these towns?

2. A boy sold a number of«(iranges at 2 cents each ; had

he charged 2i cents each and sold 4 more, his receipts

would have been 1 6 cents move : how many did he sell 1

8. Divide $6^5 among 3 men, so that as often as the

first gets 8i, khe second shall get$^, and the third ${.

4. Four men started on a hunting expedition with

provisions to last 10 days ; before they had eaten any they

were joined by 5 others who had provisions to last (the

five) 6 days : if one of the second party could eat twice

its much as one of the first, how long would all the pro-

visions last the whole company ?

5. Divide $88 among 3 men, 4 women, and 5 boys,

giving a man $3 when a woman gets S2, and a boy $1.

6. If millers take out y'^ ^^r toll, and a bushel of wheat

produces | of its weight in flour, how many bushels of

\
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wheat must be taken to the mill to receive back 220 lbs.

of flour t

7. A and li can 'lo a work in 2 days, A and C in 3

days, B and C in 2| days : they begin together and finish

the work: how should the 06 paid for the work be

divided 1

8. What must a boy ask for a paii- of skates that cost

•$1.20, that he may take ^ off his asking price and still

make a profit of | of their cost 1

9. When gold is at 105, what is the value of a $10

uieenback 1

10. A and B are 30 miles a]>art, and they travel to

meet each other ; A goes 4 miles an hour, and after he

lias been tiaveiling 2 h urs, B starts off and after travel-

ling^ of the whole distance meets A : find B's rate per

hour.

(16.)

1. A lealer bought 113 quintals of codfish at $3.65 per

quintal : what li I he pay for the whole 1

2- My horse is worth | as much again as my buggy :

what fraction of the price of the horse is the buggy worth

less than the horse?

3- Having laid out ^ of my money, and lent | of the re-

mainder, I have $24 left : how much ha I 1 at fiist ? * <7^

4. A man has to be at a railway station at a certain

time; if he walk 2| miles an hour he will be 12 minutes too

late, but if he walk 3 miles an hour he will be 12 minutes

to soon : at what rate must he walk to be just in

time?

5. A number which is divided into 3 parts, which are

as 1, 3, 5 ; the s<x;ond part is 24 : find the number.

- 6- A merchant bought wheat at $1.20 a bushel by
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measure, and just gets his money back by selling it at

$1.10 a bushel by weight: how many pounds to the

bushel did the wheat over-run ?

. 7. If to ^ the cost of my horse you add $80, the sum
will be IJ of the cost : find it. -> '>

'-

8. 10 square yards of cloth are required, the cloth

selected is one yard wide, but when sponged will shrink

y'g in length and y'g in width : how many yards must be

purchased %

9. If 40 lbs. of sea-water contain 2 lbs. of salt, how
much fresh water must be added so that 3 lbs. of the

mixture may contain 1-'/- ounces of salt 1

\ 10- A boy sold 2 dozen oran;;es, ^ of his gain on 12

was his selling price for 4 : what fraction of selling piice

is cost ?

11. Three men or four boys can do a work in 12 days :

in what time can 3 men and 4 boys do it?

12. A school is allowed 1^ houTs for dinner ; a boy

walks home at the rate of 4 miles an hour, takes 20

minutes to eat his dinner and ic back in time, walking at

the rate of 3 miles an hour: how far does he live from the

school 1

(17.)

1. The latitude of St. John is 45° 18', that of Toronto,

43° 40' : allowing 70 miles for a degree, how many miles

is St. John north of Toronto ?

2. 5 men or 8 boys can do a work in 6| days : in what

time will 3 men and 4 boys do 2| times as much ?

3. A man sold a horse and gained j'g of the selling

price ; if he had bought him for $12 less, he would have

gained \ of the (.-ost : find the cost,

4- A and B do a piece of work, A receiving $2 a day
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and B $3 a day ; A works twice as many days as B, and

$70 is paid for the work: how many dajs did each

work?

*5. The sides of a right angled triangle are 6 ft., 8 ft.

and 10 ft. respectively : find the length of the perpendi-

cular on the hypothenuse.

6. Find the cost of | of ^ of 40 bushels of wheat at

§;1. 12^ per bushel.

7. What is the first time after 12 o'clock at which the

hands of a clock form an angle of 60° 1

8. A boy being asked how much he was worth said:

add $17 to the number of dollars, take the square root,

multiply by 5, add 5 to the product, extract the square

root and multiply by 80| ; the result will be 402 : how

much was he worth 1

9- An agent sold $2700 wort^iof goods, receiving for his

trouble $3§ on every $100 : how much did he receive

in all ?

10- A brakesman is noticed running in the same

direction as the train, on the top of a freight train going

tit the rate of 10 miles an houi', and is observed to take

J a minute to pass 2 telegraph poles which are 20 rods

apart : at what rate is the man running, independently of

tlie train 1

(18.)

1. Bought 10 chickens at 60 cents each, 6 ducks at

50 cents each, and 4 turkeys at $1. each, paid on account

!?G.80 : how much is still duel how many ten cent pieces

will pay the balance?

2. A teacher being asked how many scholars he had,

*N*te that the product of the perpendicular on the hypothenuse equals the
ITodact of the other two sides.
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answ ered that 30 of them were boys, and | of them, less

20, were giils : how many scholars were there in all ?

3. If 4 of my age has passed since I was 36 years old,

how old am I ?

4. An equal number of geese, chick* ns and turktvs

were sold for $11.40; each goose brought 60 cents, Ciuh

chicken 30 cents, and each turkey -^^- of the cost ot a

goose and a chicken : how many fowls were sold 1

6- How much water must be added to 30 gallons of

brandy, at $4 a gallon, to make it woith $2.50 a gallon?

6- A man went to market and bought a turkey and a

goose weighing in all 24 lbs., the goose at 8 cents a potiiul

and the turkey at 12 cents a pound ; the whole cost was

12 cents more than if he had bought both at an averai;r!

price of 10 cents a pound : what was the weight of lIk^

turkey ?

7- What o'clock is it if the time past 10 is ^ of the

time past 9 ?

8- One. number is 7§ times another: if the difference

between them is 65, what are the numbers 1

9-. How many boxes 9 inches long, 6 inches wide and

3 inches deep, can be packed in a space 3 ft. each way ?

10. A owns
I
of a lot of land, and B the remainder

The lot is sold, A receiving | of his sliare of the money

and B 4 of his. B afterwards received $40 from the pur-

chiuser, and the balance then due was divided equally be-

tween A and B : what was the lot sold fori

(19.)

1. A waggon is going at the rate of 8 miles in 1 hour

and 20 minutes, and a buggy is coming up behind at the
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rate of 6 miles in half an hour. If the buggy overtakes

the waggon in 1^ hours, how far was it behind at first 1

2. The prodiict of two numbers is 48 : if one of the

factors is ^ of 27, the other is | of what number ?

3- A and B hire a livery at Brampton, to drive 12

miles, each to pay in proportion to the distance he rides.

A calls at B's residence which is 4 miles from Brampton,

and leaves him there on their return : what should each

pay, if the hire of the rig cost 3 dollars ]

4- A's and i>'s ages together are 48 years, 4 years ago

B's age was s of A's : required their present ages 1

5. A ix)le is 51 feet long, is broken by the wind, § of

the length of the longer is equal to f of the length of the

shorter: find the length of each.

6. If J of a piece of work can be done by three men

in 2 days : how many men will it take to finish the re-

mainder in thi-ee days]

7. What o'clock is it, if the time past 3 is J of the

time from now to 4 ?

8. Which is the cheaper, a hat that costs .^1.40 and

lasts 7 months, or one that costs $2.70 and lasts 9

months 1 What is saved in thr»;e years by wearing the

cheaper hati

9. Two blocks of wood, each 6 ft. long, contain the same

number of cubic feet, the first is 2 ft. by IJ, and the

second is 9 inches one way : wha fc are its dimensions the

other 1

10. The exjiense of carpeting a room with carpet is

$20, but if it was 3 ft. wider it would cost $25 : find

the width of the room 1
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(20.)

1. A parcel of 12 lbs, weight is carried 25 miles for

30 cents, and the rate for the distance over 10 miles is g

of the rate for the first 10 miles : how far can a parcel of

9 lbs. be carried for 20 cents ?

2- Two hens and 3 ducks cost $1.15 and 3 hens, and 5

lucks cost $1.85 : how much more does a duck cost than

a hen?

3. A does I of a piece of work in 4 hours, B does |

in an hour, and C finishes it in ^ of an hour : how long

would it have taken all working together to do the work I

4- B travelled 102 miles in three days ; the first day

he travelled | as far as on the last two days, and on the

last day | as far as on the first two days : how far did he-

travel on the first day ?

5. A dishonest milkman adds a quart of water to every

gallon of mile and then sells the mixture at ^g more than

it cost him : what is his pi-ofit on an expenditure of $10 ?

6. A farmer having bought a certain number of sheep

for $100, when a dog killed 8 of them, he sold ^ of the

remainder for cost and received $20 : how many did he

buy]

7. Two men, A and B, enter into partnership and

gain $300 J
A owns | of the stock, lacking $40, and gains

•irlSO J
I'equired the whole stock and share of each ]

8- A thief has 220 yards the start of an ofiicer, in the

next half mile he gains 10 rods more, after which the

officer runs 3 rols while the thief runs 2 rods : how far

hiifl oach run when the thief was overtaken ?

9- One half of the pupils in a class are girls, the other
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half are boys ; the girls own 65 books, the boys 91, each

having the same number. What is the largest number

of pupils that could be in each class 1

10. How many flowers can be planted along the

borders of a flower bed 12 ft. long by 9 ft. wide, the

flowers being 6 inches apart 1

11. What is the value in cents of the largest coin with

which I can pay the following three bills : 2 crowns, 1

sovereign, and 1 guinea ]

End of Part T.
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and derivation of words, and indicates their pronunci-
ation—omitting none of those in coniraon use. At the
close of the volume there is & vocabulary of roots,

which will be found very useful, and this is followed
by an accented list of Greek, Latin, Scripture and Geo-
giuijhical names, amounting to upwsnis of fourteen
thousand.

—

Oue/ph Mercury."
" * * 1 tind the arrangement simple and plain,

well suited for the use of Schools • • I will take
ploR-iire in recommending the worJs to my Teachera
and their Scholars.—B. B, Cariux, M.A., P. S.
Inspicior, Cornwall.

'^

•' "As a convenient and cbeau Etymological Dic-
tionary, I find it deservedly popular among our
Teachers."—F. BnkRows, P. S [ntjyector. Napantto.

" field's Dictionary has loag i)een In our school,
and considering its price, I think it is the best fo?
the young student."—W. A. Whhukt. M.A., Head
Masttr, Iroguoit High School.

" • • * It meets a want that no other sTipplles
in an equal degree. Its chief excellence is its com-
pleteness in reference to derivation, and especially
Saxon derivation, which has been almost entirely Beg-
Iscted in the preparation of Dictiouiiriea for school
purposes, and indeed in our system of instmction as
well. I like also the collection of Uoots atthe end, with
their meanings. I have no hesitation in recommending
tt both for our High and Public Schools."—William
OuvM BJL., Head Matter, Bowmanville High School.

ADAM MILLER & CO.
21 WeUingUm St. Wat, Toronto.
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